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Introduction to Plant Physiology 

What is Plant? 
By most definitions, a plant:  

 is multi cellular;  

 is non-motile  

 has eukaryotic cells  

 has cell walls comprised of cellulose  

 is autotrophic; and  

 exhibits alternation of generations - has a distinctive diploid (sporophyte) and haploid 

(gametophyte) phase.  

What is Plant Physiology?  
A.  Definitions (numerous) - Plant physiology is the study of:  

 the functions and processes occurring in plants  

 the vital processes occurring in plants  

 how plants work  

B.  In essence, plant physiology is a study of the plant way of life, which include various aspects of 

the plant lifestyle and survival including: metabolism, water relations, mineral nutrition, 

development, movement, irritability (response to the environment), and organization, growth, and 

transport processes.  

C.  Plant physiology is a lab science.  

D.  Plant physiology is an experimental science.  

E.  Plant physiology relies heavily on chemistry and physics.  

Why Study Plant physiology?  
1. Plants are the route by which solar energy enters ecosystems, that energy we consume as 

food and fuel.  

2. Economically important products - plants produce countless products from fibers to 

medicines to wood 

3. Applications to other disciplines (i.e., agriculture, forestry, horticulture) 

4. Theoretical importance (like a mountain - it‟s there!)  

5. It's fun & exciting? 

Course : BSH 1.4   Principles of Plant Physiology / BSC 1.3 Introductory Crop Physiology 

Water relation in plants: role of water in plant metabolism, osmosis, imbibitions, diffusion, 

water potential and its components, absorption of water, mechanism of absorption, ascent of sap, 

Stomata, structure, distribution, classification, mechanism of opening and closing of stomata, 

guttation, transpiration, factors affecting transpiration. Different types of stresses, water, heat and 

cold tolerance, mechanism of tolerance. Plant nutrition: essentiality, mechanism of absorption, role 

in plant metabolism. Photosynthesis, importance of photosynthesis, structure and function of 

chloroplast, dark and light reaction, CO2 fixation, C3,C4 and CAM, advantages of C4 pathway, 

photorespiration and its implications, Factors affecting photosynthesis. Respiration, glycolysis, 

TCA cycle and Electron transport chain, ATP synthesis and factors affecting the respiration, 

Phytohormones, physiological role in controlling plant process. Environmental stimuli for plant 

development. 

Suggested readings: 

Plant Physiology by Pandey and Sinha 

Plant Physiology by V. Verma 

Plant Physiology by Taiz and Zeiger 

http://employees.csbsju.edu/ssaupe/biol327/Lecture/plant-way.htm
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WATER RELATION TO PLANTS 

Water is important because it is polar and readily forms hydrogen bonds 
A. Water is Polar 

    In other words, the water molecule has a positively-charged 

(hydrogen side) and negatively-charged side (oxygen). This 

occurs because:  

1. the hydrogen atoms are arranged at an angle of about 105 

degrees; 

2. the covalent bond between O-H is polarized. This is 

caused by an unequal sharing of electrons between these 

atoms which, in turn, results in a slight negative charge 

on the oxygen atom (electronegative) and slight positive 

charge on the hydrogen; 

 

 

B. Hydrogen Bonds 

    The 'fancy' definition of a hydrogen bond is that it is a 

weak bond that forms between a hydrogen atom that is 

covalently bonded to an electronegative atom (like 

oxygen) and another electronegative atom. In other words, 

a positively-charged hydrogen atom is attracted to a 

negatively-charged oxygen. 

    The end result is that water readily forms hydrogen 

bonds with itself and other polar molecules. When likes attract it is termed cohesion (i.e., hydrogen 

bonds between water molecules). When unlikes attract, it is called adhesion (i.e., when a paper 

towel absorbs water, water and cellulose adhere to one another). Cohesion and adhesion are 

responsible for capillary action, the movement of water up a thin tube. 

    In liquid water, hydrogen bonds between water molecules are continuously made and broken. 

The molecules can even form temporary "quasi-crystalline" areas. Individually, each hydrogen 

bond is weak (20 kJ mol
-1

), but collectively they give water many unique properties (a Marxist 

molecule!). 

 

The Properties of Water 

A. Water is a liquid at physiological temperatures (i.e., between 0-100 C). In other words, water 

has a high boiling point and a high melting point when compared to other similar-sized molecules 

such as ammonia, carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulfide. These other molecules are gases at room 

temperature. This is important because if life exists anywhere, we predict that it occurs between 

approx. 0 and 100 C. Temperatures much below 0 are too cold to permit significant chemistry for 

metabolism; temperatures above 100 tend to disrupt bonds. 

B. Water has a high heat of vaporization.  In other words, it takes a lot of energy (44 kJ mol
-1

) to 

convert water from a liquid to a gas. This property is responsible for water's use in evaporative 

cooling systems, hence the reason dog's pant, people perspire, and leaves transpire.  

C. Water has a high specific heat (heat capacity).  It takes a lot of energy (4.184 J g
-1

 C
-1

, or the 

non-SI unit is the calorie where 1 cal = 4.184 J) to raise the temperature of water (because it 

requires a lot of energy to break  hydrogen bonds). Thus, water is slow to heat up and cool down, or 
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stated another way, water resists temperature changes. This property is important in water's role as 

a thermal buffer..  

D. Water has a high heat of fusion. It takes a lot of energy to convert water from a solid to a 

liquid. Energy is required to break the collective hydrogen bonds holding water in its solid 

configuration. Conversely, a lot of energy (6 kJ mol
-1

) must be released by water to freeze.. 

E. Water has a high surface tension. It takes a lot of energy to break through the surface of water, 

because water molecules at the surface are attracted (cohesion) to others within the liquid much 

more than they are to air. Thus, water acts as though it has a skin. This phenomenon is important at 

air/water interfaces and explains why water rises up a thin tube (capillary action);  

f. Water is a universal solvent. Water dissolves more different kinds of molecules than any other 

solvent. Hydrophilic (water-loving) molecules dissolve readily in water (likes dissolve likes), 

hydrophobic (water-fearing) ones do not.  

H. Water has high tensile strength and incompressibility. In other words, if you put water in a tube 

and put a piston on either end, you won‟t be able to push the pistons together. Thus, water is good 

for hydraulic systems because when it is squeezed it doesn't compress and produces positive 

pressures (hydrostatic pressures). This pressure provides the driving force for cell growth and other 

plant movements 

I. Water is transparent to light. This is important because chloroplasts (inside a cell) are obviously 

surrounded by water.  If water were opaque, plants couldn't photosynthesize.  From an ecological 

perspective, the penetration of in water determines the distribution of aquatic plants. 

J. Water is chemically inert. It doesn't react unless it is enzymatically designed to do so. 

K. Water dissociates into protons and hydroxide ions.  This serves as the basis for the pH system  

L. Water affects the shape, stability & properties of biological molecules.  For example, many ions 

(such as sodium) and molecules (such as DNA and wall components) are normally hydrated.  This 

means that water is hydrogen bonded to them and in some cases (i.e., sodium) forms a hydration 

shell around them.   

 

Role of Water: 

In addition to the functions mentioned above, water:  

1. is a major component of cells 

2. is a solvent for the uptake and transport of materials 

3. is a good medium for biochemical reactions 

4. is a reactant in many biochemical reactions (i.e., photosynthesis) 

5. provides structural support via turgor pressure (i.e., leaves) 

6. is the medium for the transfer of plant gametes (sperms swim to eggs in water, some aquatic 

plants shed pollen underwater) 

7. cell elongation and growth 

8. thermal buffer 

 

Water Movement - There are two major ways to move molecules: 

A. Bulk (or Mass) Flow. 

This is the mass movement of molecules in response to a pressure gradient. The molecules 

move from hi → low pressure, following a pressure gradient. E.g. water in a hose or drinking 

straw, river flow, rain. animals have evolved a pump (i.e., heart) that is designed for the bulk 

flow of molecules through the circulatory system.  

Rate of flow is very sensitive to radius 
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B. Diffusion: It is defined as the movement of particles of matter due to their own kinetic 

energy. Results in progressive movement of substances (e.g. gases, solutes, liquids) from 

regions of high concentration to regions of low concentration. The molecules move from [hi] → 

[low], following a concentration gradient. Another way of stating this is that the molecules 

move from an area of high free energy (higher concentration) to one of low free energy (lower 

concentration). The net movement stops when a dynamic equilibrium is achieved. 

Ex: Imagine opening a bottle of perfume containing volatile essential oils in a very, very 

still room. Initially, the essential oils are concentrated in a corner of the room. As the molecules 

move randomly, in every different direction, over time they will eventually appear throughout 

the room. Ultimately the essential oils will reach a point, dynamic equilibrium, at which they 

are evenly distributed throughout the room. At this point the molecules are still moving. They 

continue to move randomly in every direction. The only difference is that there is no net change 

in the overall distribution of the perfume in the room.  

Diffusion pressure:  It is hypothetical term describing the potential ability of matter (gas, solid 

or liquid) to diffuse from its higher concentration to an area of its lesser concentration. 

Factor affecting diffusion:  

• Temperature : increases the rate of molecular movement, therefore, increases the rate of 

diffusion 

• Size of molecule: Diffusion indirectly related to molecular weight (heavier particles move 

more slowly than lighter, smaller ones). 

• Density of the medium: Increase density of the medium increased resistance so decrease 

diffusion. (Think rate of diffusion in water and air?) 

• Concentration gradient: The rate of diffusion is directly proportional to the concentration 

gradient. The greater the difference in concentration between two areas, the greater the rate 

of diffusion. Thus, when the gradient is zero, there will be no net diffusion; diffusion will 

only occur so long as a concentration gradient exists; 

OSMOSIS: The process whereby solvent move from its higher concentration (less concentrated 

solution) to its lower concentration (Higher concentrated solution) through semipermeable 

membrane. 

 

What is a semipermeable membrane? 

• A barrier impermeable to large solute molecules but permeable to small solute and solvent 

molecules. Selects on basis of size. 

• Solute = dissolved particle  

• Solvent = liquid medium in which particles may be dissolved  

• If a solute does not readily cross a plasma membrane, it is called an osmotically 

active solute  
• Water moves from solution with lower concentration of osmotically active solutes (i.e. the 

concentration of water is high)  to solution with higher concentration of osmotically active 

solutes (i.e. the concentration of water is low)  

 

Fig: Observe the diffusion of particle of 

substance (eg KMnO4 ) and colour change   
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• Water moves from dilute solution to concentrated solution 

Difference between osmosis and diffusion: 

 

Osmosis Diffusion 

1. Osmosis occurs in between liquid medium. 1. Diffusion may occur in any medium, it may 

be between solid, liquid or gas. 

2. In osmosis solvent molecules move from less 

concentrated solution to higher concentration of 

solution. 

2. In diffusion, substance move from the higher 

concentration to lower concentration. 

 

{Think: Osmosis is special type of diffusion, its represent diffusion of solvent across a 

membrane.}  

Osmotic pressure: The actual pressure which develops in solution when it is separated from pure 

water by means of a semi-permeable membrane is called osmotic pressure. It is the minimum force 

required to prevent the osmotic entry of water into a system. When it is separated by semi-

permeable membrane 

The osmotic pressure of a solution is governed by: 

1. the concentration of solution 

2. ionization of the solute molecules 

3. temperature 

4. hydration of the solute molecules 

The osmotic pressure of solution is proportional to its molecular concentration. The solution 

of electrolytes (eg NaCl) exerts greater osmotic pressure because electrolyte is in ionised condition 

within a solution and increased number of ions causes a higher osmotic pressure. The water 

associated with hydrophilic solutes is known as water of hydration. Due to hydration of water the 

solution remains far more concentrated than it seems to be and shows higher osmotic pressure. 

Solution Types Relative to Cell  
 Hypertonic Solution: Solute concentration of solution higher than cell  

o More dissolved particles outside of cell than inside of cell  

o Hyper = more (think hyperactive); Tonic = dissolved particles  

o Water moves out of cell into solution  

o Cell shrinks  

 Hypotonic Solution: Solute concentration of solution lower than cell  

o Less dissolved particles outside of cell than inside of cell  

o Hypo = less, under (think hypodermic, hypothermia); Tonic = dissolved particles  

o Water moves into cell from solution  

o Cell expands (and may burst) (Whether Plant Cell will Burst?) 

 Isotonic Solution: Solute concentration of solution equal to that of cell  

o No net water movement  
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Solve : How Will Water Move Across Semi-Permeable Membrane. 

Solution A has a glucose concentration of 100 mM  

Solution B has a fructose concentration of 100 mM  

 

Solution A has a glucose concentration of 100 mM  

Solution B has a fructose concentration of 75 m 

 

Solution A has a glucose concentration of 100 mM  

Solution B has a NaCl concentration of 100 mM 
 

 

PLASMOLYSIS:-  When a plant cell is placed in a hypertonic solution i.e. solution having 

concentration than that of the cell sap, exosmosis occurs and water comes out from the protoplasm, 

as a result of which protoplasm shrinks and leaves the cell wall . This shrinkage of protoplasm is 

known as plasmolysis. (Think: what filled between protoplasm and cell wall after plasmolysis?) 

 If plasmolysed cell is again placed in hypotonic solution or a solution less concentrated than 

the cell sap, water enters the protoplasm (endosmosis). It results to original position of protoplasm. 

This process termed as deplasmolysis. 

 

Turgor Pressure (TP):  Pressure exerted by the protoplast 

against the cell wall is known as turgor pressure. When a 

living plant cell is placed in water, it swells up due to 

absorption of water by osmosis. As a result of this entry of 

water into the cell sap, a pressure developed in the protoplast 

which is exerted it against the cell wall. This actual pressure is 

T.P. The cell wall being rigid and elastic, exerts an opposite 

and equal pressure to TP. This opposite and equal pressure is 

known as wall pressure (WP). 

  

Diffusion Pressure Deficit (DPD): 

 Every liquid is having a definite diffusion pressure and diffusion pressure of a pure solvent 

is always more than diffusion pressure of its solution. 

 Eg. If sugar solution made in water than its D.P. is lower than water (Solvent). 

 The amount by which diffusion pressure of the solution is lower than its pure solvent 

if known as diffusion pressure deficit. (D.P.D.) 

 In case of DPD the solution will try to equal this difference in DPD by sucking more 

water (solvent) molecules and hence DPD is the sucking power and it also called 

suction pressure. 
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Recall, osmosis is spontaneous process that it is not required energy from outside, so we can not 

explain osmosis simply by concentration gradient, thermodynamically it should explain in terms 

of energy. Thus water potential concept is formulated. 

DPD = SP 

 DPD = OP – TP (WP) 

Initially (or in flaccid cell) , TP= 0 

So DPD = OP, Therefore cell absorb or suck water with a force equal to OP. 

In a fully turgid cell, DPD = 0, As TP = OP. no further capacity to absorb any water. 

(Water will move from low DPD to higher DPD. Think !) 

 

Concept of Water Potential: 

  It is difficult to explain the movement of water in terms of differences in concentration and 

DPD. Also as per thermodynamics concept there was need to explain the plant water relation in 

terms of energy, thus concept of water potential is proposed and now a days it is used to explain 

water movement. 

 The water potential is a quantitative expression of free energy of water. It is difference 

between the free energy of water molecules in pure water and energy of water in any other system 

(eg in cell) is termed as water potential. 

 Water potential is represented by Greek letter psi (Ψ) and is measured in MPa (mega pascal, 

1MPa = 10 bar). Water potential of pure water is zero and it is highest value of water potential. 

Component of water potential: 

 The water potential of solution may be dissected into following component: 

Ψw = Ψs + Ψp + Ψm + Ψg 
 

 Where Ψs = Solute Potential, Ψp = Pressure potential, Ψm= matric potential and Ψg= gravitational 

potential. 

Solute Potential: This is the contribution due to dissolved solutes. Solutes always decrease the free 

energy of water, thus there contribution is always negative. It is also termed as osmotic potential. It 

is equivalent to osmotic pressure but having negative sign. 

Pressure Potential:   Due to the pressure build up in cells i.e. turgor pressure. It is usually positive, 

although may be negative (tension) as in the xylem. Positive pressure raise the water potential while 

negative pressure will reduce the water potential. Thus it may be +ve or –ve. 

Matric Potential : This is the contribution to water potential due to the force of attraction of water 

for colloidal, charged surfaces (eg. Soil clay particles) . It is negative because it reduces the ability 

of water to move. In large volumes of water it is very small and usually ignored. However, it can be 

very important in the soil, especially when referring to the root/soil interface. 

Gravitational Potential: Gravity causes water to move water downward. Thus it reduce the 

potential of water movement. 

 When dealing with plant water relation,  Ψm and Ψg are ignored because of negligible 

effect when vertical distance is small. Thus significant contributors of cell water potential are solute 

and pressure potential.  

 Water move according to water potential gradient i.e. from higher water potential to lower 

water potential. 

 Water potential is similar to DPD or SP but with negative sign.  
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Measurement of water potential: 

1. Chardakov’s method:  The Chardokov method provides a quick means to determine 

plant tissue water potentials. This method depends on the change in density in a solution 

that occurs after a tissue has been immersed in it. The solution gains or looses water 

depending on the water potential of the tissue. If the density of a solution does not change 

(no net movement of water) then this solution has the same water potential as the tissues 

that were incubated in it. It is assumed that solute movement between tissue and solution 

is negligible. Density changes can be observed by watching whether a drop of the original 

solution floats or sinks in the test solution after tissue incubation.  

 
2. Constant volume or Gravimetric method: In contrast to the Chardakov‟s method which 

analyzes changes in solution density after incubation, this technique monitors tissue 

weight changes of uniform length tissue samples. One distinct advantage of this technique 

is that it provides a more accurate estimate of water potential. In this method, tissue 

samples are weighed before and after incubation in a series of solutions of known osmotic 

(water) potential. Then, the percent change in weight of the tissue is plotted versus 

solution concentration (or osmotic potential). The water potential of the tissue is 

considered to be equal the osmotic potential of the incubating solution at which there is no 

change in tissue weight (i.e., where the curve intercepts the x-axis). A "kink" may be 

observed in the graph below the x-axis. This is due to incipient plasmolysis that occurs at 

low solution water potential.Water potential values determined by this method may be 

slightly more negative than those obtained by the Chardokov method. This occurs when 

the apoplast becomes infiltrated with water and solutes. This increases the tissue weight 

and may lead to small errors. 
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3.  Pressure Bomb:   It is relatively quick method for estimation of water potential of whole 

leaves and shoots. The pressure chamber measures the negative pressure of the xylem. The 

water potential of xylem is assumed to be fairly close to the average water potential of the 

organ. In this method the organ to be measured is excised from the plant and sealed in a 

pressure chamber. To make the measurement, pressure imposed until the water in xylem is 

brought back to the cut surface. This pressure is equal to the xylem negative pressure.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
 
 

Importance of water potential: 

Water potential is a diagnostic tool that enables the plant scientist to assign a precise value to the 

water status in plant cells and tissues. The lower the water potential in a plant cell or tissue, the 

greater is its ability to absorb water. Conversely, the higher the water potential, the greater is the 

ability of the tissue to supply water to other more desiccated cells and tissues. Thus water potential 

is used to measure water deficit and water stress in plant cells and tissues.  

As a general rule, leaves of most plants rooted in well watered soils are likely to have water 

potentials between about -2 and -8 bars. With decreasing soil moisture supply, leaf water potential 

will become more negative than -8 bars and leaf growth rates will decline. Most plant tissues will 

cease growth completely ( i.e., will not enlarge) when water potential drops to about -15bars.  

IMBIBITION:  The adsorption of water by hydrophilic colloids is known as imbibition. Imbibition 

of water increase the volume of the imbibant due to which pressure is created which is known as 

imbibitional pressure. Different types of 

organic substances  have different imbibing 

capacities. Proteins have a very high capacity, 

starch less and cellulose least. That is why 

proteinaceous pea (and other legumes) seeds 

swell more than starchy wheat seeds. 
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Swelling of dry seeds in water and tightening of wooden frame of door and window during rainy 

season are common example of imbibition. 

Significance of imbibition in plants:  Imbibition is the first step in the germination of seeds. When 

dry seeds are immersed in moist soil they imbibe water and swell. The water imbibed by seed coat 

and then that result in breaking of seed coat. 

 

ABSORPTION OF WATER: 

The total amount of water present in the soil is termed as holard. 

The amount of available water in the soil is termed as chesard. 

The unavailable water in the soil is termed as echard. 

Field capacity: The amount of water which retained by soil against gravity force is called field 

capacity. 

 After the rain some water drains away (run off water) and some water percolate (downward 

movement of water in the soil) through large soil pores under the influence of gravity and it is 

called gravitational water.  

The water in the soil may present in three forms: 

 Capillary water: It is available water to the plant which fills the space between the non 

colloidal smaller particles of the soil.  

 Hygroscopic water: Water which held by soil particles of colloidal complex due to 

adhesive force. This is also unavailable water to plants. 

 Chemically combined water: The water which is chemically bind to the chemical 

compounds in the soil and also unavailable to the plants. 

 
The percentage of water that remains in a soil when permanent wilting is attained is called 

permanent wilting percentage. At this point the water potential in soil is so low that plants cannot 

absorb water. There is not enough of a pressure gradient for water to flow to the roots from the soil. 

This varies with plant species 

Root: Absorbing Organ  Roots absorb water mainly from the apical region. Apical region of root 

shows three clear demarcations: zone of meristematic cells, zone of elongation and zone of 

absorption or differentitation or maturartion.  

Root Hair: Root hair is the special modified cells of epidermis meant for the absorption of water. 

The wall of root hair consists of cellulose and pectic compounds which are highly hydrophilic 

(Water loving) in nature and have great capacity of water absorption. 
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(Recall the structure of roots and think why root hair situated in zone of maturation or 

differentiation)      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From the epidermis of root hair there are two pathways in which water can flow: 

1: Apoplast pathway: 

Water moves exclusively through cell walls without crossing any membranes. The apoplast is a 

continuous system of cell walls and intercellular air spaces in plant tissue 

2: Transmembrane and symplast pathway: 

Water sequentially enters a cell on one side, exits the cell on the other side, and enters the next cell, 

and so on. The symplast consist of the entire network of cell cytoplasm interconnected by 

plasmodesmata.  

 

Endodermis: 

Endodermis is the boundary layer of stele and its cells have a particular type of radial 

thinking (of suberin or cutin or lignin) in cell wall. This thickening is known as casparian‟s strip. 

Due to this radial thinking of suberin water can not pass apoplastically. However, certain passenger 

cells facilitate such movement from cortex to stele. 

Xylem: 

The conducting cells in the xylem have a specialized anatomy that enables them to transport 

large quantities of water with great efficiency. There are two important types of tracheary elements 

in the xylem: tracheids and vessel elements. Vessel elements are found only in angiosperms while 

tracheids are present in both angiosperms and gymnosperms. Both these elements are dead when 

functional and they have no membrane or organelles. They are like hollow tubes reinforced by 

lignified secondary walls 

 

Zone of maturation 

or differentiation or 

absorption 

Zone of elongation 

Zone of meristematic cells  
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Why xylem suited to carry water from roots to the 

leaves? 

 

Water movement requires less pressure in xylem than 

living cells. 

Xylem is adopted for the transport of water under tension. 

 

Air bubbles can form in xylem, air can be pulled through 

microscopic pores in the xylem cell wall 

Gas bubbles can not easily pass through the small pores of 

the pit membranes. 

 

 Xylem are interconnected, so one gas 

bubble does not completely stop water 

flow 

Water can detour blocked point by moving through 

neighboring, connected vessels. 

 

.   

 

Mechanism of water absorption: 

There are two independent mechanism of water absorption in plants : 

1. Active water absorption 

2. Passive water absorption 

1. Active water absorption 

Here water is absorbed by the activity of roots itself or root play active role and shoot 

activity did not influence this absorption. It is common in plants with low transpiration rate. 

Two theory explained active absorption of water : 

a. Osmotic theory: First step of water absorption is imbibition by cell wall of root hair 

and as cell wall is permeable water as well as solutes enter through it and reach at 

cell membrane. Now outer soil water is separated from cell sap of root hair by means 

of selective membrane (cell membrane). The water absorbed due to osmotic 

difference between soil and cell sap. Root pressure is best evidence of this theory. 

b.   Non osmotic theory:  The absorption of water is an active process but occurs due to 

non osmotic reasons. Generally, it has been seen that absorption of water still occurs 

when concentration of soil water is more than root hair cell sap. Osmotic theory does 

not explain this but it is explained by non osmotic mechanism utilizing respiratory 

energy. The absorption of water against concentration gradient utilizing respiratory 

energy is non osmotic theory of active water absorption. 

 

However, certain objections discard total water absorption through active mechanism. As root 

pressure not present in Gymnosperms (Group of tallest trees), fast transpiring plant did not exhibit 

root pressure and amount of water which exuded from cut ends due to root pressure, is not equal to 

the amount of water lost due to transpiration.  

2. Passive water absorption : 

This theory explains that the forces responsible for water absorption into the roots are governed 

by cells of transpiring shoots. With the occurrence of transpiration the DPD of leaf cells 

increase which results in the movement of water from the xylem cells to adjacent mesophyll 

cells. Due to continuous water column in the xylem, the deficit is transmitted to root cells. It is 

purely a physical process. In higher transpirations plant, 98 % of water absorption is passive 

type. 
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Factor affecting water absorption: 

 Available soil water 

 Concentration of soil solution  

 Soil temperature 

 Soil aeration 

 Transpiration 

 Absorbing root system 

     

ASCENT OF SAP: 

The water is absorbed by root hairs of the plant from where it reaches xylem via cortical 

cells and passage cells and through xylem it reaches top of the plant where it is transpired by leaves 

and used for other metabolic activities. The upward movement of water from stem base to tree top 

is called 'ascent of sap'. Sometimes it covers a height of more than 90 meters against gravitational 

pull as in case of Australian Eucalyptus. In view of the fact that it is not possible to lift the water 

column over 10 metres because this is the height of the water column that can be made to stand at a 

pressure of one atmosphere, rise of water up to such heights needs some special mechanism. 

Various theories have been proposed to explain the mechanism involved in the ascent of sap.  

Mainly, these can be grouped under three headings:  

1. Vital. theories, 2. Root pressure theory, and 3 Physical force theories.  
 

1. VITAL THEORIES:   

Godlewski (1884) proposed clambering (or relay pump) theory. He proposed that living tissues 

in the xylem bring about a pumping action of water in an upward direction. The xylem tracheids 

and vessels act as water reservoirs.  

Sir J. C. Bose (1923), an Indian scientist, proposed" Pulsation theory of ascent of sap." He 

observed pulsatory activities by the innermost cortical cells lying just outside the endoderm is. 

Although the absorption of water by roots is believed to be a passive, pressure driven 

process, it is nonetheless dependent on respiration. Respiratory inhibitors (such as cyanide), 

anaerobic conditions (waterlogged condition) decrease in the hydraulic conductance of most 

roots .These are some supporting points for active absorption of water. However the exact role 

of respiration and active uptake is not clear.   
Barring few exceptions, it is now believed that uptake of water is a Passive process. Tension 

or negative pressure originating at the actively transpiring leaf surface creates a pulling force 

for water movement in xylem.(Cohesion-tension theory of Dixon and Jolly)  

The movement of water inside the plant is driven by a reduction in free energy, and water 

may move by diffusion, by bulk flow or by a combination of these fundamental transport 

mechanisms. Water diffuses because molecules are in a constant thermal agitation, which 

tends to even out concentration differences. Water moves by bulk flow in response to a 

pressure difference, when ever there is a suitable path way for bulk movement of water. Thus, 

water potential difference ( i.e solute potential and pressure potential) across the cells starting 

from root hairs to xylem plays an important role in uptake and transport of water.  
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Factors such as temperature, anaesthetics, poison etc. were also found influencing pulsatory 

activities. He applied his observation in explaining the phenomenon of ascent of sap. According to 

him pulsatory activities of cells absorb water from the outside and pump the same into the vessels.  

Objections to Vital Theories  

We know that the ascent of sap can take place in xylem which has non living cells. Thus the vital 

theories are rejected.  

 

2. ROOT PRESSURE THEORY  

If a plant stem is cut a few inches above from its base with a sharp knife, the xylem sap is seen 

flowing out through the cut end. This phenomenon is called "exudation or bleeding". It is due to  

hydrostatic pressure developed in root system. It is termed as root pressure, a sort of hydrostatic 

pressure which develops in the roots due to accumulation of absorbed water." According to this 

theory the upward movement of water is possible due to root pressure. 

Objection to root pressure theory  

1. Root pressure is not reported in tallest group of plants. (Gymnosperms)  

2. The amount of water exude from stem cut end is not equal to water loss through 

transpiration. 

3. PHYSICAL FORCES THEORIES  

 Physical force theories believe that living cells are not involved in ascent of sap. It is a 

purely physical phenomenon. In this group capillary theory (ascent of sap by capillary action), 

Imbibitional theory and atmospheric pressure theory are included. 

 However, for explaining the mechanism of ascent of sap, the most acceptable thory is 

Transpiration pull of Cohesion-tension theory which was proposed by Dixon and Jolly (1894). 

Transpiration pull and cohesion theory (cohesion tension theory) 
The theory was originally proposed by Dixon and Jolly (1894) 

Mechanism of ascent of sap:  The loss of water from the surface of leaf mesophyll cells due to 

transpiration reduces the water amount and causes an increase in the osmotic pressure of these cells. 

Thus a reduced water potential is developed in mesophyll cells, Water from the adjacent cells and 

ultimately from the conducting tissue is pulled to meet this loss of water and  as a result a pull is 

developed in the mesophyll cells and xylem cells of the leaf. Now water present in the xylem cells 

is placed under tension which is ultimately transmitted to the root through the stem tracheids. 

• The tensions needed to pull water through the xylem are the result of evaporation of water 

from leaves. 

• Water is brought to leaves via xylem of the leaf vascular bundle, which branches into veins 

in the leaf. 

• From the xylem, water is drawn in to the cells of the leaf and along the cell wall. 

• Transpiration pull, which causes water to move up the xylem begins in the cell walls of leaf 

cells. 

• Water adheres to cellulose and other hydrophilic wall components. 

• Mesophyll cells within leaf are in direct contact with atmosphere via all the air spaces in the 

leaf.  

• So, negative pressure exists in leaves cause surface tension on the water. 

• As more water is lost to the atmosphere, the remaining water is drawn into the cell wall. 

• As more water is removed from the wall the pressure of the water becomes more –ve. 

• This induces a motive force to pull water up the xylem. 
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Attraction between similar molecules is called cohesion. The water molecules have strong 

mutual attraction (cohesion) due to which they cannot be easily seprated from one another. Thus 

water forms a continues column from base of the plant to its top and remain under tension due to 

transpiration pull. So, according to need water is pulled up to the top of tree. 
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Gas Exchange in Plants 

In order to carry on photosynthesis, green plants need a supply of carbon dioxide and a 

means of disposing of oxygen. In order to carry on cellular respiration, plant cells need oxygen and 

a means of disposing of carbon dioxide (just as animal cells do). Unlike animals, plants have no 

specialized organs for gas exchange. There are 

several reasons they can get along without them:  

 Each part of the plant takes care of its own 

gas exchange needs. Although plants have 

an elaborate liquid transport system, it does 

not participate in gas transport.  

 Roots, stems, and leaves respire at rates 

much lower than are characteristic of 

animals. Only during photosynthesis are 

large volumes of gases exchanged, and each 

leaf is well adapted to take care of its own 

needs.  

 The distance that gases must diffuse in even 

a large plant is not great. Each living cell in 

the plant is located close to the surface. 

While obvious for leaves, it is also true for 

stems. The only living cells in the stem are 

organized in thin layers just beneath the 

bark. The cells in the interior are dead and 

serve only to provide mechanical support.  

 Most of the living cells in a plant have at 

least part of their surface exposed to air. 
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The loose packing of parenchyma cells in leaves, stems, and roots provides an 

interconnecting system of air spaces. Gases diffuse through air several thousand times faster 

than through water. Once oxygen and carbon dioxide reach the network of intercellular air 

spaces (arrows), they diffuse rapidly through them.  

 Oxygen and carbon dioxide also pass through the cell wall and plasma membrane of the cell 

by diffusion.  

 

TRANSPIRATION:  

 

The loss of water from aerial parts of plants in the form of vapor is known as transpiration. 

The loose arrangement of the living thin walled mesophyll cells, which results in an abundance of 

inter cellular space provides an ideal condition for the evaporation of water from internal leaf 

surface. Part of the epidermal surface of the leaf is made up of a great number of microscopic pores 

called stomata. Water vapor collected in the intercellular spaces of leaf mesophyll diffuse into the 

atmosphere through the open stomata. This form of transpiration is termed as stomatal transpiration. 

In addition to stomatal transpiration, water is lost as vapor directly from leaf surfaces and through 

lenticels (small opening in the corky tissue covering stems and twigs). The former is called 

cuticular transpiration and the later lenticular transpiration. 

The loss of water from the living tissue of aerial parts of the plant in the form of water 

vapour is termed as transpiration and in the form of liquid is known as guttation.  

 

Transpiration Evaporation 

1. It is modified physical process found in 

plants. 

1. It is physical process and found taking 

place on any free surface 

2. It is regulated by activity of guard cells. 2. No such mechanism is found in 

evaporation. 

3. In the process only living cells exposed 

to the atmosphere are involved. 

3. It occur from both living and non living 

surfaces. 

4. It helps in keeping leaf surface cool and 

wet and protect from sun burning. 

It causes dryness of the free surface. 

 

Guttation : The loss of water in the form of liquid through hydathodes of leaf margins and tips  is 

known as guttation. It is due to root pressure.  

 

Transpiration Guttation 

1. It occurs during day time. 1. It usually occur in the night (?) 

2. Water loss in the form of vapour. 2. Water is given out in the form of liquid. 

3. Transpired water is pure. (?) 3. Guttated water contains dissolved salts 

and sugar. (?) 

4. It takes place through stomata, lenticel, 

and cuticle. 

4. It occurs through special structure called 

hydathode found only on leaf tips or 

margins. 

5. It is a controlled process. 5. It is an uncontrolled process. 
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KINDS OF TRANSPIRATION: 

1. Cuticular Transpiration: Cuticle is a layer of wax like covering on the epidermis of leaves and 

herbaceous stem. Up to 20 per cent of the total transpiration may take place through it.  

2 Lenticular Transpiration:  Lenticles are the areas in the bark which are filled with loosely 

arranged cells known as complementary cells. The water vapour lost through lenticles amounts to 

about 0.1 per cent of the total loss. It is quite negligible in comparision to total loss by the whole 

plant. 

 
3. Stomatal Transpiration: Stomata are minute pores in the epidermis their opening and 

closing being controlled by guard cells. Maximum diffusion of water vapour take place 

through these pores and accounts for 80-90% per cent of the total loss. 
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TRANSPIRATION IS NECESSARY EVIL: 

 Transpiration is purely incidental due to structural arrangements of plants for exit and entry 

of gases. Transpiration is unavoidable because as long as there is need for entrance and outlet of 

oxygen and carbon dioxide for photosynthesis and respiration, cells exposed and water will 

transpire. Transpiration is regarded as an unavoidable (necessary) evil. It is unavoidable because 

leaf structure (stomata) favorable for uptake of Co2 and O2 necessary for photosynthesis and 

respiration is also favorable for the loss of water through transpiration. Transpiration is an „evil‟ 

because often it causes injury by dehydration due to heavy transpiration loss when the atmospheric 

conditions are aggressive such as high light intensity, hot winds, and depleted soil moisture and 

poor water retentive capacity of soil. 

 

 
 

Importance of transpiration: 

Transpiration is advantageous because.  

 It creates suction force and help in the ascent of sap.  

 It helps in the absorption of water and minerals by roots.  

 It helps in evaporating excess amount of water from moist soil.  

 It plays a role in translocation of food from one part of the plant to the other.      

 It brings opening and closure of stomata which indirectly influences the gaseous exchange for 

the processes of photosynthesis and respiration. 

 It helps in dissipating the excess energy absorbed from the sun, which will otherwise raise the 

leaf temperature.  

 It maintains suitable temperature of leaves by imparting a cooling effect. 

 

Stomata :( plural-Stomata, Singular- Stoma) 

 Stomata are minute pores of elliptical shape surrounded by two specialized epidermal cells 

called guard cells. The guard cells are kidney-shaped in dicots and dumble- shaped in the members 

of Gramineae (monocots).  

The part of wall of the guard cells surrounding the pore is thickened and inelastic due to the 

presence of a secondary layer of cellulose but rest of the walls is thin, elastic and permeable. Each 

guard cell has a cytoplasmic lining and a central vacuole containing cell sap. Its cytoplasm contains 

a nucleus and number of chloroplasts, often poorly developed and incapable of photosynthesis. 

These epidermal cells surrounding guard cells are specialized and called subsidiary cells which 

support the movement of guard cells. 
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The subsidiary cells are epidermal cells that may be specialized and different from the other 

epidermal cells. Interestingly, cutin covers most of the cells in the substomatal cavity; only regions 

near the actual opening are free of cuticle and most water is lost from this area.   

Common features of guard cells are:  

 (1) Thickened inner walls;  

(2) Radial micellation - the cellulose microfibrils radiate out around the circumference of the 

pore;  

(3) Chloroplasts - these are the only epidermal cells with chloroplasts; 

 (4) Connected end-to-end. 

 

Stomata Distribution: 

Five categories of stomatal distribution have been recognized in plants.  

 

1. Apple or mulberry type. Stomata are found distributed only on the under surface of leaves, 

e.g.  each, mulberry, walnut etc. Such leaves are hypostomalic type,  

 

2. Potato type. Stomata are found distributed more on the lower surface (multislomatic)and less 

on its upper surface (paucistomatic), e.g. potato, cabbage, bean, tomato, pea etc. Such leaves are 

amphistomatic and anisostomatic type.  

 

3. Oat type. Stomata are found distributed equally on the two surfaces, e.g. maize,oats, grasses etc. 

Such leaves are amphistomatic and isostomatic type.  

 

4. Wild lily type. Stomata are found distributed upon the upper epidermis, e,g, water lily, 

Nymphaea and many aquatic plants. Such leaves are epistomalic type,  

 

5. Potamogeton type. Stomata are altogether absent or if present they are vestigial,e.g. 

Potamogeton and submerged aquatics.  
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 The beauty of stomata: 

 

A. There are lots of them on any plant surface.   In fact, there can be as many as 
1000 mm-2. Obviously, the larger the number of pores, the greater the amount of total 
diffusion that can occur.  A large number of pores is necessary so that plants are able 
to absorb enough carbon dioxide for photosynthesis. 
 
B. The pores comprise a large area of the surface of a plant. In fact, stomata occupy 
as much as 2-3% of the total leaf surface area. As expected, the greater the pore area 
the greater the rate of which is advantageous for maximizing carbon dioxide uptake. 
 
 
C. The pores are small.   On average, stomata are about 14 μm in diameter. 
Although more total diffusion occurs through large pores.  Small pores are more 
efficient than larger ones.  This is due to the edge effect.  Smaller pores have a greater 
proportion of edge.  As molecules reach the edge they "spill over" and in effect have a 
shorter diffusion distance to get away from the pore. 
 
D. The pores are optimally spaced.  A significant boundary layer of humid air forms 
around leaf surfaces. This humid area reduces the rate of further transpiration. It 
occurs because diffusion shells from adjacent pores fuse. If the pores were much 
farther separated, they wouldn't form a nice boundary layer.  
 
 
E. The pores are optimally located.   In grasses, the stomata are distributed 
approximately equally on both sides of the leave whereas in herbaceous dicots there 
are generally more on the underside (abaxial) than the upper (adaxial) side. In woody 
dicots there are usually few stomata in the upper surface, whereas aquatic plants with 
floating leaves have most stomata in the upper surface. These modifications are 
important to minimize/control water loss.  Conifers and xeric plants often put the 
stoma in sunken chambers. 
 
F. The degree of opening/closing of the pore is closely regulated by the plant in 
response to the environment. In effect, any factor that can impact the rate of 
photosynthesis or overall water status of the plant will influence the action of the 
guard cells. 
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STRUCTURE OF STOMATAL COMPLEX IN MONOCOT AND DICOT SPECIES:   

  The appearance of the guard cells differs characteristically from the surrounding epidermal cells. 

The guard cells of some plant species, particularly grasses (monocots), are dumbbell shaped and 

are associated with epidermal cells that also differ in appearance from the rest of the epidermal 

cells. These epidermal cells are called subsidiary cells or accessory cells. In case of dicots, the 

guard cells are generally bean shaped. 

   One other distinguishing feature of guard cell is the presence of chloroplasts. Epidermal cells do 

not possess chloroplasts. 

 

 
 

Monocots Dicots 

 

 

Stomata are not 

remaining open 

or close for a 

whole day. 

There aperture 

is change with 

the time.   

 

INVOLVEMENT OF STOMATA IN TRANSPIRATION: 

 The stomatal movement (opening and closing) is generally understood as a direct response 

to increase or decrease in the osmotic potential that result from osmotic changes that cause water 

to move in or out of the guard cells. If water moves in, the cells expand (become turgid); if water 

moves out, they go flaccid. When the guard cells are turgid, the stoma is open; when the guard 

cells are flaccid, the stoma is closed. To effect this movement of water, an exchange must takes 

place between the guard cells and the surrounding mesophyll and epidermal cells.  The 
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development of a more negative osmotic potential in the guard cells would cause of water potential 

gradient to develop between the guard cells and their neighboring cells. Water would diffuse in to 

the guard cell, causing them to become more turgid. The development of a less negative osmotic 

potential in the guard cells would of course, cause a water potential gradient to develop in the 

opposite direction, and water would flow out of the guard cells into the neighboring cells. 

 

MECAHNISM OF STOMATA OPENING AND CLOSING 

  
 

Factor affecting transpiration: 

A. External Factors:  

1. Air humidity: The transpiration depends upon water vapour saturation deficit of the air i.e. 

capacity of atmosphere to take up more moisture which depends upon the difference 

between the amount of water present in the air and the amount needed to saturate it 

completely. (Think? transpiration under dry and wet air) 

2. Temperature: The increase in temperature increase the rate of transpiration by increasing 

the rate of evaporation of water from cell surface and decrease the humidity of the external 

atmosphere. 

3. Wind velocity:  The increase in wind velocity increase the rate of transpiration by removing 

the water vapour of the atmosphere and lowering the relative humidity. Also it removes 

water vapour from leaf boundary and increase vapour gradient. Transpiration is faster in 

mild wind. 

4. Water Supply: Deficiency of water in the soil decrease the rate of transpiration indirectly 

by decreasing the rate of absorption. 

B. Internal Factors: 

1. Stomatal Frequency: Stomatal frequency means the number of stomata per unit area of 

leaf surface. If the stomata are open with increased stomatal frequency the rate of 

transpiration increase. 

2. Leaf Structure: Certain plants are adopted to reduce the rate of transpiration by reducing 

the size of leaves (some xerophytes have needle like leaves), deposition of cutin or wax like 

substances on the leaf surface.   
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ANTITRANSPIRANTS:  

In transpiration, almost 98 per cent of water absorbed by the plants is lost and only very less 

amount is utilised by the plant for its own purpose. Due to this plants have to face several problems. 

If, somehow, this enormous loss of water can be reduced, it will be an advantage to agriculturists 

and also to nature.  

The term antitranspirant is used to designate any material applied to plants for the purpose of 

retarding transpiration.  

Some examples of antitranspirants are colourless plastics, silicone oils, low- viscosity waxes, 

phenylmercuric acetate, abscissic acid, CO2 etc. Colourless plastics, silicone oils and low viscosity 

waxes belong to one group as these are sprayed on the leaves with the object of forming a film 

permeable to CO2 and oxygen but not to water. Only limited success in this approach has been 

achieved. Fungicide phenylmercuric acetate has given promising results as antitranspirant. When 

applied in low concentration (10
-4

 M), it exercised very little toxic effect upon leaves and resulted 

in partial closure of stomatal pores for over two weeks. Similarly abscisic acid also induces 

stomatal closure. Carbon dioxide is an effective antitranspirant. A little rise in CO2 concentration 

from the natural 0.03% to 0.05% induces partial closure of stomata. Its higher concentration 

cannot be used which results in complete closure of stomata affecting adversely the 

photosynthesis and respiration. However, usage of CO2 has one advantage that it inhibits 

photorespiration. But CO2 usage cannot be economical and is practically feasible only in 

experimental glass houses.  
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Water is the principal constituent of plants and is 

essential for the maintenance of life, growth and 

development. Plants absorb water from the soil 

through their roots, transport it to other parts of the 

plant through the xylem and lose it into the 

atmosphere by transpiration. Hence, there is a soil 

- plant - atmosphere continuum of water. Various 

physical phenomena such as diffusion, osmosis, 

turgor and cohesion-tension play a role in the 

absorption of water from the soil and its transport 

within the plants. The upward movement of water 

in plants is mainly through the forces of cohesion 

between water molecules and adhesion between 

the water and the walls of the xylem cells.The bulk 

of water absorbed by the plants is lost from leaves 

into the atmosphere as vapour by the process 

called transpiration. Since stomata are the 

openings through which water is lost from plants, 

transpiration is mainly controlled by stomatal 

movements. The opening and closing of stomata 

depend on changes in the turgor of guard cells. 

Turgidity of guard cells is regulated by K+ fluxes 

between them and the surrounding epidermal cells. 

Summary of plant water relation: 
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Different Types of Stress and Plants: 

Stress:  Any change in environmental conditions that reduce or adversely change a plant‟s growth 

and development (its normal functions) is known as stress. 

    Surrounding of 

the plant constitute its environment. Plant 

absorbs sunlight, carbon dioxide from the air 

and water and nutrient from the soil. 

Environment determines distribution of plant 

species eg. Xerophytes are prominent species 

of a desert.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Strain: Result or response of stress is known 

as strain. Responses of plants are two types- 

Elastic strain and Plastic strain. 

 Elastic strain: Those changes in plants function that return to its optimal level (Normal) 

when conditions return to best suited to the plant (i.e. when stress has been removed). 

 Plastic Strain: If the response of stress or disturbed function does not return to normal 

stage, the response said to plastic strain.  

 

TYPES OF STRESS: 

 

Abiotic Stress : Stress condition due to non living factors. eg. 

  -Water ( Water logging or flooding and Drought) 

  -Tempreture (Heat and Cold) 

  - Soil (Mineral deficiency, Salinity and Alkalinity)  

Biotic Stress: Stress condition due to living being. 

  Pest (Insect) and Diseases (Microbes) 

  Anthropogenic (Due to human activity) eg. Air pollution, fire,  

 

Stress tolerance: The plant fitness (ability) to cope with an unfavorable environment. 

Acclimation: The increase in tolerance due to exposure of prior stress is termed as acclimation. It is 

not genetically controlled and so not heritable. 

Adaptation: It is genetically determined level of tolerance which is result of selection over many 

generations. 

 

Xerophytes- Plants grow where 

water scare, Hydrophytes- Plants 

grow where water is always available 

as in ponds and Mesophytes are 

plants grow where water is 

intermediate as our crops. 

Glycophytes are plants that are 

sensitive to higher salt concentration 

and Halophytes are those which able 

to grow in presence of high salts. 
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WATER STRESS 

1. Drought/ Moisture stress 

Drought: Whenever available soil moisture is insufficient to fulfill the demands of plant growth 

and development, the condition is known as drought. 

(Think – Intermittent and terminal drought. Under intermittent drought condition which type of 

plant benefited - determinate or indertminate?) 

Drought Avoidance: Ability of plants to maintain favourable internal water balance under 

moisture stress condition.  

Drought tolerance:  Ability of plants to withstand low tissue water content. 

Drought Resistance: Ability of plants to grow, develop and reproduce normally or without any 

injury. 

Drought escape: Plants that complete their life cycles during the wet season before the onset of 

drought. 

Desiccation Postponement: It is a type of tolerance in which plants able to maintain tissue 

hydration under moisture stress. (Think about Aloe vera which grow in xeric condition and retain so 

much water) 

Desiccation tolerance:  It is plants tolerance to function normally under dehydrated condition. 

 

Response of plants to moisture deficit: 

1. Decreased leaf area: As the water content of the plant decrease, the cell shrink and cell 

wall relax due to loss of turgor. Because leaf expansion depends on cell expansion which is 

a turgor driven process and thus water deficit inhibit cell expansion and result in decreased 

leaf area. The smaller leaf area transpires less water, effectively conserving soil moisture. 

This is a first line defense against drought   

Reduced Cell Water Potential

Lowered Cell Turgor

Decreased Cell Enlargement

Reduction of 

Shoot Growth

Decrease in 

Leaf Area

Decreased plant growth  due to moisture deficit.

 
 

2. Leaf Abscission: The laef area adjustment is an important long term change that improves 

the plant fitness for a water limiting environment. As in many deciduous desert plants drop 

all their leaves during drought and sprout new ones after a rain.   

3. Root extension into deeper soil : Root-shot relation governed by functional balance 

between water uptake by the root and photosynthesis by shoot. When water is limited, 

reduce leaf expansion and shoot growth,  reduces consumption of photosynthates (product 
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of photosynthesis)  by shoot and distributed towards root and enhance root growth. Deeper 

root can take water from deeper moist soil.  

4. Limits photosynthesis:  The photosynthesis is not as sensitive to water deficit as above 

discussed process because it is not a turgor dependent process. Water deficit induce cell 

shrinkage and which increase Mg
++

 concentration which disturbed chemical process of 

photosynthesis. 

5. Alters energy dissipation from leaves :  (Recall transpiration cooling.) As water 

availability decreases transpiration reduces so other means that cool leaves are very 

effective in conserving moisture. Many arid plants have very small leaves which increase 

heat loss from leaves. Leaf movement is another adaptation in which leaves orient 

themselves away from the sun. (known as paraheliotropic).  

 

Fig. Orientation of leaflets of field-grown soybean (Glycine max) plants in the 

normal, unstressed, position (A); during mild water stress (B); and during 

severe water stress (C). 

 

A. Well watered 

condition 

 

B. Mild water stress 

 

C. Severe water stress 

 

6. Increase wax deposition: A common response to water stress is the production of thicker 

cuticle due to wax deposition. It reduces water loss from the epidermis. 
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2. Water logging/ Flooding: 

 Roots obtain oxygen for their aerobic respiration directly from the soil. Gas filled pores in well 

drained soil readily permit the diffusion of oxygen. However, when soil become flooded or 

waterlogged due to heavy rain or excessive irrigation, O2 deplete from the soil.  

Effect on plant:  

1. In the absence of O2 , TCA ( Tri carboxylic acid) cycle of aerobic respiration 

cannot operate and thus ATP can be produced only by fermentation.  

2.   Roots begin to ferment pyruvate (product of glycolysis) to lactic acid which lowers 

the pH of cells. 

3.    As pH drops fermentation switch to ethanol production. 

4.    The net yield of ATP is only 2 in fermentation as compared to aerobic respiration 

where 36 ATP formed per glucose. Thus O2  deficiency lead to lack of ATP ( it is 

energy currency of cell used in metabolism) to drive essential metabolism. 

5.   Also soil microbes produce toxic eg. butyric acid, acetic acid to plants. 

6.   Root injury reduces nutrient absorption, water uptake which reduce shoot growth. 

 

 

 

 

 

Temperature Stress:  

Cold Stress-  

Temperature low for normal growth of plant but not low enough for ice formation (>0
o
C) is known 

as Chilling temperature while temperature below 0
o
C so that ice crystals can form is termed as 

Freezing temperature.  

Typically tropical and subtropical species are susceptible to chilling injury. Citrus, Cotton, Maize, 

Tomato and cucumber are some of the examples of cold sensitive species. 

Effect on plants: 

1. Growth is slowed due to slower rate of metabolic activity. 

2. Discoloration or leasions appear on leaves 

3. Foliage looks as it has been soaked in water for long time 

Osmotic adjustment: It is a process in which cells accumulate solute and decrease 

its water potential. The change in water potential is simply result of solute potential. 

It should not be confused with the increase in solute concentration that occurs during 

cell shrinkage. Osmotic adjustment is a net increase in solute concentration per cell 

independent of the cell volume change. Eg of solute- K
+
 ions, proline, glycine 

betaine, sugars.   

Physiological drought:  Plant can absorb water when water potential of soil is 

higher then root cell of the plant. Under salinity condition due to accumulation of 

salts solute potential of soil decrease which decrease total water potential of soil. In 

this condition as water may present in the soil but due to lowering of soil water 

potential as compared to plants, water absorption is hampered. This condition is 

known as physiological drought.    

In rice and other submerged plants morphological adaptation is developed in the form 

of ventilating tissue- aerenchyma. It develops a continuous system of intercellular 

spaces through which oxygen can pass down the shoot to the submerged organ. 
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Membrane properties change in response to chilling injury: 

Leaves from plants injured by chilling show membrane leakage, inhibition of photosynthesis, 

slower respiration and inhibition of protein synthesis. All of these response depends on loss of 

membrane properties (Recall the association of membrane leakage due to plasma membrane, 

Photosynthesis- chloroplast grana, Respiration- Mitochondria cristae).  Membrane fluidity is 

governed by ratio of saturated and unsaturated fatty acids. In chill sensitive plants the lipids in the 

membrane bilayer have a high percentage of saturated fatty acids and this type of membrane 

solidify at a temperature well above 0
o
C. (Think about coconut oil which is liquid at room temp. 

and vegetable ghee or butter which are solid at room temp.)  

 

Events leading to damage in chilling sensitive plants: 

P
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Phase transition in biomembranes 

 

Semi fluid                                           Solid gel 

 

 

Results of changed membrane structure: 

 Increased Permiability 

Reduced selectivity in membrane transport 

Disturbed membrane bound enzymes 
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Chloroplast 

Inhibition of 

photosynthesis 

Less ATP & NADPH2 

Mitochondria 

Respiration disturbed 

Less ATP synthesized 

Protoplasmic 

Membrane 

 Solute leakage 

Impaired active 

transport 
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Insufficient                                                                         Impaired ion balance 

Carbohydrates 

                                        Accumulation of  

                                   Stress metabolites and toxic  

                                  Leads to injury and cell death 

 

Heat Stress: Few higher plants species actively growing tissues rarely survive above 45
o
C but dry 

seeds of some species can endure 120
o
C. In general only single celled organism can survive at 

temperature above 50
o
C and only prokaryotes can live above 60

o
C.  

Effect of high temperature: 

1. High leaf temperature and water deficit lead to heat stress. 

2. Photosynthesis is inhibited before respiration. 

3. Fruits and vegetables loss sweetness. (? Think)   

Adaptation to heat stress: Decreasing absorption of solar radiation (Reflective leaf hair, leaf wax, 

leaf rolling and leaf orientation). {Membrane properties? Think } 

Heat shock Proteins:   The heat shock proteins synthesized in response to high temperature help 

cells to withstand heat stress. Heat shock proteins were first discovered in fruit fly and have since 

been identified in other animals including humans as well as in plants and microorganisms. They 

provide thermal stability to proteins.   

Cold 

Warm 
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MINERAL NUTRITION IN PLANTS 

 
The supply and absorption of chemical compounds needed for growth and metabolism of 

plants may be defined as plant Nutrition and the chemical compounds required by the plants are 

termed as Nutrients.   

           Higher plants are autotrophic organisms that can synthesize their organic molecular 

components out of inorganic nutrients obtained from their surroundings. For many mineral 

nutrients, this process involves absorption from the soil by roots and incorporation in to the organic 

compounds that are essential for growth and development. This incorporation of mineral nutrients 

into organic substances such as pigments, enzyme cofactors, lipids, nucleic acids and amino acids is 

termed as nutrient assimilation. Nutrition and metabolism are thus very closely related. 

Nutrient content and Plant growth: 

 Plant growth and yield are correlated with nutrient content in tissues. As the figure shows, 

when the nutrient concentration in a tissue sample is low, growth is reduced. In this deficiency zone 

of the curve, an increase in nutrient availability is directly related to an increase in growth or yield. 

As the nutrient availability continues to increase, a point is reached at which further addition of 

nutrients is no longer related to increases in growth or yield but is reflected in increased tissue 

concentrations. This region of the curve is often called the adequate zone. The changes between 

the deficiency and adequate zones of the curve reveal the critical concentration of the nutrient, 

which may be defined as the minimum tissue content of the nutrient that is required for maximal 

growth or yield. As the nutrient concentration of the tissue increases beyond the adequate zone, 

growth or yield declines because of toxicity (this is the toxic zone). 

 
 
Study of plant nutrition: 

The absence or deficiency (not present in the required amount) of any of the essential 

elements leads to deficiency symptoms. The symptoms develop as hunger signs in the plants and 
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can be studied by hydroponics or water culture or soil-less culture. These studies are helpful to 

determine nutrient specific deficiency symptoms in crop plants and further used to identify the 

deficiency of nutrient in the field. These types of studies are difficult in soil because of:  

1.  Chronic and acute deficiencies of several nutrients may occur simultaneously. 

2. Deficiencies (or excess) of one element may induce deficiencies (or excess of another element., 

3. Pathogens often induce symptoms similar to nutrient deficiencies. 

Moreover, by plant tissue analysis the quantity of different mineral nutrient elements are 

determined. 

 
  
HYDROPONICS  
 The method of growing plants in aqueous nutrient solutions is known as hydroponics culture or 

hydroponics. The growing of higher plants with their roots in dilute solutions of mineral salts 

instead of in soils has led to a vastly increased understanding of plant nutrition. The use of water 

culture technique for growing plants permits precise control of the supply of nutrient ions in the 

root environment. In hydroponics, large volume of nutrient solution is used to grow the plants. 

Concentration and pH of the nutrient medium is adjusted regularly. Air is also supplied to the 

culture to provide enough oxygen to the root system. The first recorded use of water culture 

technique was in the year 1699 by John Woodward. Latter the process of growing plants in water 

culute was named as hydroponics by Gericke 1930. 

      The water culture technique is extensively used to grow certain high value crops (eg.Tomato, 

lettuce and strawberry) in glass houses during off seasons in metropolitan areas of developed 

countries. In addition, vegetables are grown in plastic houses in a few coastal desert regions, where 

sea water is desalinated and supplied to roots in precisely the amounts required by the growing 

plants. 

 

TYPES OF SOLUTIONS CULTURE:  

 The three types of solution culture are   

 1. Hydroponic growth system (Static)  2. Nutrient film growth system (Flowing) 3. Aeroponic 

growth system (Mist system)  
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 In static system, the plant is supported in such a way that its roots are immersed in culture 

solutions containing nutrient elements. The solution is kept oxygenated by bubbling air through it 

from a compressed air line. This system is mostly used for experimental purpose.  

In flowing systems, the solution move continuously allowing its composition to remain 

relatively constant at the root surface. The nutrient film technique, where roots grow in films of 

solution constantly moving down inclined troughs is a commercial version of the flowing system. 

In mist system, roots hang in the air and are sprayed intermittently with a nutrient solution. 

 

Hydroponic 

growth system 

 

Nutrient film 

growth system 

 

Aeroponic 

growth system 

 

Advantages of hydroponic culture over soil culture (geoponics): 

 1. There is no nutrient immobilization. 

 2. The growth of bacteria, fungus is minimized. 

 3. No tillage requirement. 
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 4.  No weed growth 

 5.  Crop growth can be controlled.  

 
SAND CULTURE: 

In a modification of the solution culture technique, plants are grown with their roots 

anchored in a solid inert aggregate, such as sand culture technique. The added advantage of this 

solid medium culture is that the roots grow in a natural medium and no other means of support 

needs to be provided. Most important form of solid culture techniques is sand culture. Sand culture 

is sometimes referred to as slop culture, drip culture, or intermittent renewal. Plant nutrients are 

supplied with solutions, as in water culture. The major difference is that the plants are grown in 

silica sand or other inert material (perlite, vermiculite, peat etc.). The solution is applied to the sand 

and then allowed to drain off. In this way plant nutrients are supplied, aeration is provided, and the 

roots of the plant are supported. Additional support may be required for the aerial portions of the 

plant, especially tomatoes and cucumbers. Sand should be medium to coarse in size (.0.25 mm-

2mm). Perhaps the most limiting aspect of solid media is that access to roots is achieved only with 

major damage. 

 

ESSENTIAL PLANT NUTRIENTS AND CRITERIA OF ESSENTIALITY: 
Plants contain about 80 to 90 percent of water by weight and the remaining 10 to 20 percent 

is the dry weight. The dry matter consists of a number of organic compounds such as carbohydrates, 

proteins, lipids and others. Nearly 90 percent of the dry weight of the plant consists of carbon, 

hydrogen and oxygen. All the mineral elements together contribute only about 6 percent of the dry 

weight of the plant.  

  The finding of certain element in plant does not signify that this element is essential for the 

growth of the plant. For finding out whether an element is essential or not, Arnon and Stout (1939) 

proposed the criteria of essentially.  

These criteria are as follows.  

1.  A deficiency of the element makes it impossible for a plant to complete its life cycle.  

2. The functions of an element cannot be replaced by another element.  

3. The essential element must be directly involved in the metabolism of plant or it may be 

required for the activation of an enzyme system. 

MACRO AND MICRO NUTRIENTS:  

   Based on the element concentration in plant material, the essential plant nutrients may be 

divided into macronutrients and micronutrients. Macronutrients are found or needed in relatively 

higher amounts than micronutrients.  

Macronutrients are generally present in plant tissues in large amounts (in excess of 10 

mmole Kg –1 of dry matter). The macronutrients include carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, 

phosphorous, sulphur, potassium, calcium and magnesium. Of these, carbon, hydrogen and oxygen 

are mainly obtained from CO2 and H2O, while the others are absorbed from the soil as mineral 

nutrition. 
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Micronutrients or trace elements are needed in very small amounts (less than 10 mmole Kg 

–1 of dry matter). These include iron, manganese, copper, molybdenum, zinc, boron, chlorine and 

nickel. 

 

Element Available Forms 

Macronutrients 

Hydrogen H2O 

Carbon CO2 

Oxygen O2, CO2, H2O 

Nitrogen NO3
-
, NH4

+
 

Potassium K
+
 

Calcium Ca
++

 

Magnesium Mg
2-

 

Phosphorus H3PO4
-
, HPO4

2-
 

Sulfur SO4
2-

 

Micronutrients 

Chlorine  Cl
-
 

Iron Fe
++

, Fe
+++

 

Boron  BO3
3-

 

Manganese  Mn
2-

 

Zinc Zn
2-

 

Copper  Cu
2-

 

Nickel  Ni
2-

 

Molybdenum  MoO4
2-

 

ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS (17)

MACRO NUTRIENTS

or

MAJOR ELEMENTS

MICRO NUTRIENTS

or

MINOR ELEMENTS

or

TRACE ELEMENTS

C, H, O, N, P, K, Ca, Mg S 

Fe, Zn, B, Cu, Mn, Mo, Cl, Ni 

9 ELEMENTS 8 ELEMENTS
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BENEFICIAL ELEMENTS: 

Sodium has beneficial effect and in some cases it is essential. There are some plant species, 

particularly the chenopodiaceae plants and species adapted to saline conditions that take up this 

element in relatively high amounts. Na is also required for turnips, sugar beets and celery. The same 

is true for Si, which is an essential nutrient for rice. Cobalt is an essential element for the growth of 

the bluegreen algae, but it has not been shown to be essential for other algae or for higher plants. It 

is also required by certain legumes to fix atmospheric nitrogen. Here, however the cobalt ion is 

necessary for the symbiotic bacteria present in the nodules associated with the roots. 

 

CLASSIFICATION OF PLANT NUTRIENTS ON THE BASIS OF PHYSIOLOGICAL 

FUNCTIONS: 

This division of the plant nutrients into macro and micro nutrients is somewhat arbitrary and 

thus essential elements are now classified according to their biochemical role and physiological 

function. Based on the biochemical behavior and physiological functions, plant nutrients may be 

divided into four groups. 

 

Group 1:  NUTRIENTS THAT ARE PART OF CARBON COMPOUNDS 

HENCE STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS OF CELLS  

C, H, O, N, S Major constituents of the organic compounds of the plant. 

Constituent of amino acids, amides, proteins, nucleic acids, 

nucleotides, coenzymes 

 

Group 2:  NUTRIENTS THAT ARE IMPORTANT IN ENERGY 

STORAGE OR STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY 

P, B, Si  They are important in energy storage reactions or in maintaining 

structural integrity. Elements in this group are often present in plant 

tissues as phosphate, Borate and silicate esters. The phosphate esters 

are involved in energy transfer reactions. Si is deposited as 

amorphous silica in cell walls. Contributes to cell wall mechanical 

properties, including rigidity and elasticity  

 

Group 3:  NUTRIENTS THAT REMAIN IN IONIC FORM 

K, Na, Mg, Ca, 

Mn, Cl  

Present in plant tissues as either free ions or ions bound to 

substances such as the pectic acids present in the plant cell wall. Of 

particular importance of their roles as enzyme cofactors and in 

regulation of osmotic potentials.  

 

Group 4:  NUTRIENTS THAT ARE INVOLVED IN RED-OX 

REACTIONS 

Fe, Cu, Zn, Mo Present predominantly in a chelated form Incorporated in prosthetic 

groups. Enable electron transport by valency change. 
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ROLE OF ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS:   

 

A) Nitrogen 

Nitrogen is the fourth most abundant element in plants following C, O and H.  

1. N is a major structural constituent of the cell. The cytoplasm and the cell organelles contains 

varying amount of nitrogen largely in combination with C, H, O, P and S. 

2. It is an essential constituent of the different types of metabolically active compounds, like amino 

acids, proteins, nucleic acids, prophyrins, flavins, enzymes and co-enzymes. 

3. Being essential for the formation of protoplasm, the deficiency of N inhibits cell enlargement 

(Stunted growth).  

4. As much as 70 Per cent of the total leaf N may be in chloroplast. Thus the early symptoms of N 

deficiency are general yellowing or chlorosis. 

 

B) Phosphorus 

1. It is a structural component of the membrane systems of the cell and the mitochondria. 

2. It is an essential constituent of nucleoproteins, organic molecules (ATP, ADP etc) which play an 

important role in the energy transfer reactions of cell metabolism, nucleic acids, and coenzymes 

like NADP. 

3. Phosphorus in the phytin of seeds is regarded as a reserve.  

4. The unique functions of phosphate in metabolism are its formation of pyrophosphate bonds 

which allow energy transfer, Uridine triphosphate (UTP) Cytidine triphosphate (CTP) and 

guanosine triphosphate (GTP) are involved in the synthesis of ribonucleic acids (RNA). 

5. Being a constituent of ADP, Phosphoglyceradehyde and ribulose phosphate, P is involved in the 

basic reactions of photosynthesis. 

6. Phosphorus is relatively more abundant in the growing and storage organs.  

 

C) Potassium: 

1. K plays a significant role in stomatal opening and closing. The mechanism of stomatal closure 

and opening depends entirely on the K flux.  

2. K+ enhances the translocation of assimilates and promotes rate of Co2 assimilation. 

3. K activates the number of enzymes involved in incorporation of amino acids into proteins and the 

synthesis of peptide bonds. 

4. Potassium regulates the membrane permeability and keeps the protoplasm in proper degree of 

hydration. 

5. Potassium is known to increase the resistance of plants to moisture stress, to heat and to diseases 

caused by pathogenic fungi and other micro organisms. 

6. Inadequate K restricts the formation of xylem and phloem tissue. Lignification of the vascular 

bundles is generally impaired by K+ deficiency. This effect probably makes K deficient crops more 

prone to lodging.  
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D) Calcium 

1. Calcium is required for cell elongation and cell division. 

2. Calcium plays an essential role in biological membranes. Calcium is deposited in the cell wall as 

calcium pectate. Ca deficiency obviously impairs membrane permeability and membranes become 

more leaky. 

3. Germination and growth of pollen as well as the growth of rhizobium root nodules is affected 

under low levels of Ca2+ supply. 

4. Ca is a structural component of the chromosome where in it possibly binds the DNA to protein. 

Ca deficiency is known to result in chromosomal abnormality. 

5. Calcium plays an important role in neutralizing acids particularly citric acid, malic acid, oxalic 

acid which may become injurious to plants.  

 

E) Magnesium 

1. The most well known role of magnesium is its occurrence at the centre of the chlorophyll 

molecule. It is therefore essential for photosynthesis. 

2. Mg is a constituent part of the chromosomes and also essential constituent of poly ribosomes, 

the key organelle concerned in protein synthesis. 

3. Magnesium is known to play a catalytic role as an activator of a number of enzymes, most of 

which are concerned in carbohydrate metabolism, phosphate transfer and decarboxylations. The 

enzyme inorganic pyrophosphatase, as such is inactive. It becomes functional only in the presence 

of Mg. 

4. It is also required for the activation of the enzyme RuBP carboxylase. 

 

F) Sulphur  

1. Sulphur is a constituent of amino acids,cystine, cysteine, and Methionine. 

2. The characteristic odour of cuciferous plants , onion and garlic is due to the presence of sulphur 

as a constituent of volatile oils. 

3. Several other biological active compounds like vitamins (Thiamine and biotin), lipoic acid, acetyl 

co-enzyme A, ferredoxin and glutathione contain sulphur as an essential part. 

4. The active adenosine-5-phospho sulphate (APS) is an important sulphate donor which is involved 

in the synthesis of glycosides in mustard oil. Being involved in the activation of number of 

enzymes, participating in the dark reactions of photosynthesis, sulphur is involved in carbohydrate 

metabolism of the plants. 

 
G) IRON 

1. Iron is a constituent of cytochromes, ferredoxin, catalase and peroxidase. The cytochromes(cyt 

b6 and cyt-f) play an important role in electron transport process of oxidative phosphorylation 

(respiration) and photo phosphorylation (photosynthesis). The iron containing protein ferredoxin 

plays an important role in the reduction of CO2, atmospheric nitrogen and of sulphate. 

2. The leghaemoglobin present in the root nodules of leguminous crops contains iron as an essential 

constituent. 
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3. Although iron is not a component of the chlorophyll molecule, it is essential for its synthesis. It 

has some role in the synthesis of the chlorophyll precursor protoporphyrin. Most of the iron (60-

80% of the iron content of the leaves) is found in the chloroplasts. 

4. The important iron containing enzymes of higher plants is succinic dehydrogenase, cytochrome 

oxidase, catalase, peroxidase and aconitase. 

 
H) MANGANESE 

1. Manganese is believed to be specific activator of some enzyme like oxidases, peroxidases, 

dehydrogenases and kinases. 

2. Manganese is known to be a constituent of nitrite reductase and hydroxylamine reductase, both 

of which are concerned in nitrogen assimilation. In the absence of manganese, nitrite accumulates 

and leaves show symptoms of nitrogen deficiency. Manganese regulates the reduction of nitrite into 

hydroxylamine and subsequently into ammonia by influencing hydroxylamine reductase. 

3. Manganese plays a key role in carbohydrate metabolism and also affects the absorption of 

calcium and potassium ions. 

4. Manganese is involved in the oxygen evolving step in photosynthesis –of PSII (water oxidizing 

enzyme complex)  

 

I)  COPPER 

1. The copper containing compounds plastoquinones and plastocyanins are involved in the electron 

transport from chlorophyll to NADP during the primary reactions in photosynthesis. Thus copper 

stress in plants has been shown to result in a decreased rate of photosynthesis. 

2. Copper is a constituent part of several enzymes like nitrite reductase, cytochrome oxidase and 

ascorbic oxidase.  

3. Relatively, high concentrations of Cu occur in chlorophasts. About 70 percent 

of the total Cu in the leaf is found in these organelles. 

 
J) BORON 

1. Boron is associated with the reproductive phase in plants and its deficiency is often found to 

associate with sterility and malformation of reproductive organs. Boron is thus required for the 

germination of pollen and growth of pollen tube. 

2. Boron plays an important role in carbohydrate metabolism, particularly in the translocation of 

photosynthates. Boron was considered to be involved in the translocation of sugars in the form of 

sugar borate complexes. These complexes pass more rapidly through cell membranes than the free 

sugars.  

3. Boron is required for the proper development and differentiation of vascular elements. 

 

K) ZINC 

1. Zinc is a metal component of a number of enzymes like alcohol dehygenase and lactic 

dehydrogenase. 
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2. Zinc is essential for the synthesis of the amino acid tryptophan, a precursor of an important 

plant growth hormone indole acetic acid (IAA). 

3. Zinc is closely involved in N-metabolism of the plant. 

 

L) MOLYBDENUM 
1. Mo is an essential component of two major enzymes in plants viz.,nitrate reductase and 

nitrogenase. Nitrate reductase concerned with the reduction of nitrate to nitrite in both 

microorganism and higher plants. Nitrogenase consists of two enzyme protein complexes, the 

bigger of which contains Fe and Mo in a ration of about 9:1 

2. By virtue of being a constituent of nitrate reductase, Mo plays direct role in nitrogen metabolism 

of plants. 

3. It is essential for flower formation and fruit set.  

 

M) CHLORINE 

1. Chlorine has been shown to be involved in the oxygen evolution in photo system II in 

photosynthesis ( Cl and Mn are important for this reaction). 

2. It raises the cell osmotic pressure. 

3. Chlorine accelerates the activation of amylase which converts starch into soluble sugars. 

 

 

MOBILITY OF NUTRIENTS IN PLANT SYSTEM: 

The mineral nutrients initially acquired by the roots move upward in xylem. Many of them 

are then subjected to redistribution via the phloem but a few are not. Immobility in the phloem 

presumably is caused by failure of these elements to enter the sieve tube. Accordingly they are 

classified into three groups based on the mobility in phloem. 
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During the diagnosis of deficiency symptoms, their tendency of re translocation provides 

some clue to us. 

– if an essential nutrient is relatively mobile, symptoms generally appear first in 
older leaves 
 

- Deficiencies in relatively immobile nutrients generally appear in young leaves 
 

MINERAL NUTRIENT UPTAKE:  

            Mineral nutrients are found either as soluble fractions of soil solution or as adsorbed ions on 

the surface of colloidal particles. Various theories proposed to explain the mechanism of mineral 

salt absorption can be placed in two broad categories:   

                   I) Passive Absorption   

                  II) Active Absorption 

 

ION UPTAKE IS BOTH ACTIVE AND PASSIVE:   

       After several decades of research on this process of ion uptake it is now believed that the 

process involves both passive and active uptake mechanisms.  

         Whether a molecule or ion is transported actively or passively across a membrane (casparian 

band, plasma membrane or tonoplast) depends on the concentration and charge of the ion or 

molecule, which in combination represent the electrochemical driving force.   

Passive transport across the plasma membrane occurs along with the electrochemical 

potential. In this process Ions and molecules diffuse from areas of high to low concentrations. It 

does not require the plant to expend energy.  

Active transport:  In contrast, to passive transport energy is required for ions diffusing 

against the concentration gradient (electro chemical potential). Thus active transport requires the 

cell to expend energy. 

 

PASSIVE TRANSPORT MECHANISM:   

A) Diffusion: Simple diffusion to membranes occurs with small, non polar molecules (i.e O2, 

CO2). In this process ions or molecules move from the place of higher concentration to lower 

concentration. It needs no energy. 

B) Facilitated diffusion: For small polar species (i.e H2O, Ions and amino acids) specific proteins 

in the membrane facilitate the diffusion down the electrochemical gradient. This mechanism is 

referred to as facilitated diffusion. 

 

a) Channel proteins: The specific proteins in the membrane form channels (channel proteins), 

which can open and close, and through which ions or H2O molecules pass in single file at very 

rapid rates. A K
 +

and NH4
+
channel also operates by the same process of facilitated diffusion. In 

addition Na
+
 can also enter the cell by this process. 

 

b) Transporters or Contransporters: Another mechanism involves transporters or 

contransporters responsible for the transport of ions and molecules across membranes. Transporter 

proteins, in contrast to channel proteins, bind only one or a few substrate molecules at a time. After 

binding a molecule or ion, the transporter undergoes a structural change specific to a specific ion 
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or molecule. As a result the transport rate across a membrane is slower than that associated with 

channel proteins. 

Three types of transporters have been identified. 

1. Uniporters transport one molecule (i.e. glucose, amino acids) at a time down a 

concentration gradient. 

2. Antiproters : catalyze movement of one type of ion or molecule against its concentration 

gradient. This is coupled with the movement of a different ion or molecule in the opposite 

direction.  

3. Symporters catalyze movement of one type of ion or molecule against its concentration 

gradient coupled to movement of a different ion or molecule down its concentration gradient 

in the same direction. The high H+ concentration in the apoplast provides the energy for 

symporter transport of NO3 - and the other anions. 
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ACTIVE TRANSPORT MECHANISM: Larger or more-charged molecules have great difficulty 

in moving across a membrane, requiring active transport mechanisms (i.e., nutrient ions,  sugars, 

amino acids, DNA, ATP, ions, phosphate, proteins, etc.) Active transport across a selectively 

permeable membrane occurs through ATP-powered pumps that transport ions against their 

concentration gradients. This mechanism utilizes energy released by hydrolysis of ATP. The Na+ - 

K+ ATP pump transports K+ into the cell and Na+ out of the cell, another example is the Ca +2 

ATP pump. 

 

 

 

 

SOME MINERAL NUTRIENTS CAN BE ABSORBED BY LEAVES:  

In addition to nutrients being added to the soil as fertilizers, some mineral nutrients can be 

applied to the leaves as sprays, in a process known as foliar application, and the leaves can absorb 

the applied nutrients. In some cases, this method can have agronomic advantages over the 

application of nutrients to the soil. Foliar application can reduce the time between application and 

uptake by the plant, which could be important during a phase of rapid growth. It can also 

circumvent the problem of restricted uptake of a nutrient from the soil. For example, foliar 

application of mineral nutrients such as iron, manganese, and copper may be more efficient than 

application through the soil, where they are adsorbed on soil particles and hence are less available 

to the root system. Nutrient uptake by plant leaves is most effective when the nutrient solution 

remains on the leaf as a thin film. Production of a thin film often requires that the nutrient solutions 

be supplemented with surfactant chemicals, such as the detergent Tween 80, that reduce surface 

tension. Nutrient movement into the plant seems to involve diffusion through the cuticle and uptake 

 For better understanding of functioning of transporter proteins, see the animation entitled “Mineral Uptake” in the 

animation section of your virtual class www.padlet.com/wall/kirtivardhan  

http://www.padlet.com/wall/kirtivardhan
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by leaf cells. When a substance reaches the plasma membrane of an epidermal cell it will be 

absorbed by mechanisms similar to those which operate in root cells. Although uptake through the 

stomatal pore could provide a pathway into the leaf, the architecture of the pore largely prevents 

liquid penetration. For foliar nutrient application to be successful, damage to the leaves must be 

minimized. If foliar sprays are applied on a hot day, when evaporation is high, salts may 

accumulate on the leaf surface and cause burning or scorching, spraying on cool day or in the 

evening helps to alleviate this problem. Addition of lime to the spray diminishes the solubility of 

many nutrients and limits toxicity. Foliar application has proved economically successful mainly 

with tree crops and vines such as grapes, but it is also used with cereals. Nutrients applied to the 

leaves could save an orchard or vineyard when soil-applied nutrients would be too slow to correct a 

deficiency. 
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Photosynthesis 

Photosynthesis: 

Life on earth ultimately depends on energy derived from the sun. Photosynthesis is the only 

process of biological importance that can harvest this energy.  In addition, a large fraction of the 

planet energy resources results from photosynthetic activity in either recent or ancient times (fossil 

fuels).  

The term photosynthesis means literally “synthesis using light.” Photosynthetic organisms 

use solar energy to synthesize carbon compounds that cannot be formed without the input of 

energy. More specifically, light energy drives the synthesis of carbohydrates from carbon dioxide 

and water with the generation of oxygen.  

 

6 CO2 + 12 H2O → C6H12O6 +   6 O2 + 6H2O 

 

Energy stored in these molecules can be used later to power cellular processes in the plant 

and can serve as the energy source for all form of life. 

 

Importance of Photosynthesis 

Photosynthesis is the only process which produces enormous quantities of organic matter for 

sustaining the life on this globe. It is the only known method of manufacture of organic food from 

inorganic raw materials. Animals including man are directly or indirectly dependent on 

photosynthetic plants for their food.  

Photosynthetic products not only build up the bodies of organisms but also provide energy 

for carrying out metabolic activities and different types of movements. The chemical energy present 

in the organic food is the converted form of radiant or solar energy.  

Coal, petroleum and natural gas represent the photosynthetic capital of the past geological 

ages. They have been formed by the application of heat and compression over the plant and animal 

bodies in the deeper layers of earth. Along with wood they provide a sufficient portion of energy 

required for domestic, industrial and transport needs.  

Several materials derived from the organic world (and hence photosynthesis) are in our 

daily use. Examples: Natural fibers, drugs, vitamins, gum, tannins, turpentine, furniture, etc.  

Oxygen is being constantly consumed and carbon dioxide evolved by the respiration of 

animals and plants and by the burning of wood, coal, petroleum or natural gas. High carbon dioxide 

content of the atmosphere is toxic. Lower concentrations of oxygen are equally harmful. Luckily, 

green plants keep the concentration of the two gases almost constant by absorbing carbon dioxide 

and evolving oxygen during photosynthesis  

 

The Leaf: Photosynthetic organ  

The most active photosynthetic tissue in higher plants is the mesophyll cells of leaves. 

Mesophyll cells have many chloroplasts, which contain the specialized light-absorbing green 

pigments, the chlorophylls. In photo-synthesis, the plant uses solar energy to oxidize water, thereby 

releasing oxygen, and to reduce carbon dioxide, thereby forming sugars. Leaves are specially 

adopted for efficient photosynthesis.  
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Structural feature Advantage for photosynthesis 

 

Upper epidermis and Cuticle are Transparent to 

light, thus allows most light to pass to 

photosynthetic mesophyll tissues 

 

Palisade mesophyll cells are closely packed and 

contain many chloroplasts to carry out 

photosynthesis more efficiently 

 

Extensive vein system allow sufficient water to 

reach the cells in the leaf and to carry food away 

from them to other parts of the plant 

 

Spongy mesophyll cells are loosely packed with 

numerous large air spaces to allow rapid diffusion of 

gases throughout the leaf. 

Numerous stomata on lower epidermis allow rapid 

gaseous exchange with the atmosphere 

Extensive vein system allow sufficient water to 

reach the cells in the leaf and to carry food away 

from them to other parts of the plant 

Chloroplast: 

 Structure:  

The chloroplast is surrounded by an envelope that consists of an inner and an outer 

phospholipid membrane. The most striking aspect of the structure of the chloroplast is this 

extensive system of the internal membranes known as thylakoids, on these thylakoid bodies some 

round shaped photosynthetic units called quantasomes are presnt.  All the chlorophyll is contained 

within this membrane system, which is the site of the light reactions of photosynthesis.  The carbon 

reduction reactions or dark reactions which are catalyzed by water soluble enzymes, takes place in 

the stroma, the region of the chloroplast outside the thylakoids. Stroma forms the matrix of the 

chloroplast.  In this portion of chloroplast, lamellae are loosely arranged.   The lamellae which are 

found in this region are called stroma lamellae. 

There is a clear division of labour within the chloroplast. The membrane system is 

responsible for trapping the light energy and also for the synthesis of ATP and NADPH. In stroma, 

enzymatic reactions incorporate CO2 into the plant leading to the synthesis of sugar, which in turn 

forms starch. The former set of reactions, since they are directly light driven is called light 

reactions. The latter are not directly light driven but are dependent on the products of light reactions 

(ATP and NADPH). Hence, to distinguish the latter they are called, by convention, as dark 

reactions. However, this should not be construed to mean that they occur in darkness or that they 

are not light-dependent. 
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Functions of Chloroplast:  

1. These cellular organs are the main sites of photosynthesis in which both light and dark reactions 

are found. Light reaction takes place in the grana region whereas dark reaction takes place in the 

stroma region. 

2. Chloroplast is capable for some amount of protein synthesis which is used in the structural 

organizations and some photosynthetic enzymes also synthesize in chloroplast. 

3. Chloroplast has its own genetic system (DNA) and participates in cytoplasmic inheritance.      

The nature of light: 

The energy for photosynthesis is derived from sunlight. Light has the properties of both a 

wave motion and of particles (photons or quanta). The amount of energy contained in a photon is 

inversely proportional to the wavelength, short wave-lengths having higher energy than long 

wavelengths. In order to photo-synthesize, plants must convert the energy in light to a form in 

which it can be used to synthesize carbohydrate. 

In the electromagnetic spectrum the wavelengths between 400-700nm is called as 

PHOTOSYNTHETICALLY ACTIVE RADIATION (PAR). 

 

Photosynthetic Pigments:  

Plants appear green because chlorophyll absorbs blue and red light and reflects green. This 

can be shown as an absorption spectrum, in which absorbance is plotted against wavelength. The 

action spectrum of photosynthesis, i.e.the photosynthetic activity at different wavelengths, is also 

shown and corresponds to the absorption spectrum. When a chlorophyll molecule is struck by a 

photon, it absorbs energy. This energizes an electron within the chlorophyll that may be used in 

photosynthesis or return to its original energy state with a loss of heat and transmission of light of 

lower wavelength. 
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The major photosynthetic pigments are the chlorophylls. Pigments are substances that have 

an ability to absorb light, at specific wavelengths. A chlorophyll molecule is made up of a „head‟ 

group, a nitrogen-containing porphyrin ring structure, with a magnesium atom at its center, and a 

tail of hydrocarbons, which anchors the molecule to a membrane. Chlorophyll a is the main 

pigment of photosynthesis. Most chloroplasts also contain accessory pigments, pigments that 

broaden the range of wavelengths at which light can be absorbed and that pass the energy obtained 

to chlorophyll a or protect against damage. Chlorophyll b, carotenoids and xanthophylls are 

examples of these pigments. 

 
 

 

Chlorophyll b (C55H70O6N4Mg) differs from chlorophyll a (C55H72O5N4Mg) by the 

substitution of a CHO group for the CH3 marked at position A. 

 Carotene/xanthophylls:     Both are terpenoid pigments. Carotenes are hydrocarbons, 

xanthophylls are oxygenated. These pigments are orange and yellow in colour.  

 

 

 

 

Absorption spectra of photosynthetic pigments. 
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Figure showing the wavelengths at 

which maximum photosynthesis 

occurs in a plant. You can see that 

the wavelength at which there is 

maximum absorption by 

chlorophyll a, i.e., in the blue 

and the red regions, also shows 

higher rate of photosynthesis. 
Hence, we can conclude that 

chlorophyll a is the chief pigment 

associated with photosynthesis. 
 

 

 

 

Nature of light:  

    Light is part of the electromagnetic spectrum - radiation emitted by sun. Acts as discrete particles 

(called photons) traveling as waves. Wavelength - distance between any two crests (or troughs). 

Symbolized by lambda (λ); frequency - number of waves passing a point in one second (υ). 

Frequency is inversely related to wavelength υ = c/λ where c = speed of light (3 x 10
10

 cm sec
-1

). 

The energy of a photon is a quantum.  

The reaction centre:  

 To harvest the energy of light, the pigments of photosynthesis must be arranged so that the 

energy is focused to a point from which it can be used. Energy absorbed by the pigment molecules 

is transferred to one of a central pair of chlorophyll a molecules (termed the reaction center 

chlorophylls) by resonance energy transfer. From here, the high energy electron is passed on to an 

electron acceptor. The pigments are arrayed in flat sheets in the thylakoid membrane, orientated to 

capture the incoming radiation. Each reaction center is surrounded by 200–400 pigment molecules, 

the antenna complex, and the whole structure constitutes a photosystem. The thylakoids are stacked 

in grana held within the stroma of the chloroplast (Topic B3).  There are two types of photosystem, 

known as  photosystem I (PS-I) and photosystem II (PS-II). PS-I was the first to be discovered, and 

the reaction center chlorophylls in it are known as P700 because they absorb maximally at 700nm. 

The reaction center chlorophylls of PS-II absorb maximally at 680nm (P680).  

Evidence for the existence of PSI and PSII (Red drop & emerson enhancement effect): 

Experiments measuring the quantum yield (i.e. the number of O2 molecules released for 

each Quanta absorbed) is approximately 0.1. The reciprocal of quantum yield is quantum 
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requirement i.e. the number of quanta required for each O2 molecule evolution. It is 10). If the 

quantum yield of photosynthesis is measured at different ranges of wave lengths most of the ranges 

are remarkably constant. However at the extreme red edge of the chlorophyll absorption (>680nm), 

the yield drops drastically. The phenomenon is known as RED DROP. 

 

Conclusion: It is proposed that at this wave length only one photosystem remains in 

operation. As another photosystem is not able function at this wavelength quantum yield drops. 

 

Another experimental result was the enhancement effect, discovered by Emerson. The rate 

of photosynthesis was measured separately with light of two different wave lengths and then the 

two beams were used simultaneously. When exposed to a wavelength more than 680 nm (far red 

region) a specific rate of photosynthesis was observed. Likewise when the exposure was given at 

wavelengths less than 680 nm some other effect was observed. When the system was exposed to the 

light of both wavelengths simultaneously, the effect on photosynthesis exceeded the sum of the two 

effects caused separately. This provided evidence that the two pigment systems worked in co-

operation with each other and the increase in photosynthesis was due to synergism. This 

phenomenon is known as Emerson Enhancement effect. This experiment also explained that, 

there exist two photo systems (PS-I & PS-II) 

Red drop
sharp decrease in quantum yield at wavelength greater than 680 
nm, in the red part of the spectrum, the phenomenon was called 
as red drop

Emerson enhancement effect
Inefficient far-red light beyond 680 nm could be made fully efficient if 
supplemented with RED light
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PHOTOSYSTEM I & II: 

The reaction centre chlorophyll of photo system I absorbs maximally at 700 nm in its 

reduced state. Accordingly, it is named P 700 (the P stands for Pigments), the reaction centre 

chlorophyll of photo system II absorbs maximum at 680 nm (P 680 ) so its reaction centre 

chlorophylls and associated electron transport proteins is located predominantly in the stacked 

regions of the grana lamellae. Whereas the photo system I, its associated antenna pigments, ATP 

synthase enzymes are found exclusively in the stroma lamella and at the edges of the grana 

lamellae. (At a wavelength grater than 680 nm PS-II cannot operate. Therefore, quantum yield 

decreased beyond 680 nm. This is what red drop is.) Photo system I contains large amount of 

chlorophyll a, a small amount of chlorophyll b and some B carotene. Photo system II also contains 

chlorophyll a, B carotene but a large amount of chlorophyll b. 

 

The light reaction: 

Light reactions or the „Photochemical‟ phase include light absorption, water splitting, 

oxygen release, and the formation of high-energy chemical intermediates, ATP and NADPH. 

Several complexes are involved in the process. The pigments are organized into two discrete 

photochemical light harvesting complexes (LHC) within the Photosystem I (PS I) and Photosystem 

II (PS II).  These are named in the sequence of their discovery, and not in the sequence in which 

they function during the light reaction. The LHC are made up of hundreds of pigment molecules 

bound to proteins. Each photosystem has all the pigments (except one molecule of chlorophyll a) 

forming a light harvesting system also called antennae. These pigments help to make 

photosynthesis more efficient by absorbing different wavelengths of light. The single chlorophyll a 

molecule forms the reaction centre.  The reaction centre is different in both the photosystems.  In 

PS I the reaction centre chlorophyll a has an absorption peak at 700 nm, hence is called P700, while 

in PS II it has absorption maxima at 680 nm, and is called P680. 

 

Different chloroplast pigments absorb light in different regions of the visible 

part of the spectrum

Absorption of light energy by chloroplast pigments

 

Transfer of light energy from accessory pigments to 
chlorophyll a

 
Fig. : The reaction center. Chlorophyll and accessory pigments are grouped around a central 

pair of reaction center chlorophylls. The absorbed energy is collected and conveyed to the central 

pair of reaction center chlorophylls by resonance energy transfer (arrows).  
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SEQUENCE OF LIGHT REACTIONS: 

Water is oxidized to oxygen by Photo system II: 

The chemical reaction by which water is oxidized is given by the following equation. 

2H2O                 O2 + 4H
+
 + 4e

- 
 

 

This equation indicates that four electrons are removed from two water molecules, 

generating an oxygen molecule and four hydrogen ions. Robert Hill demonstrated that isolated 

chloroplasts evolved Oxygen when they were illuminated in the presence of suitable electron 

acceptor, such as ferricyanide. The ferricyanide is reduced to ferrocyanide by photolysis of water 

.This reaction is now called as HILL REACTION and it explains that water is used as a source of 

electrons for CO2 fixation and Oxygen is evolved as a byproduct.  

 

Electron Transport System: 

In photosystem II, the reaction centre chlorophyll a absorbs 680 nm wavelength of red light 

causing electrons to become excited and jump into an orbit farther from the atomic nucleus. These 

electrons are picked up by an electron acceptor which passes them to an electrons transport system 

consisting of cytochromes. This movement of electrons is downhill, in terms of an oxidation-

reduction or redox potential scale. The electrons are not used up as they pass through the electron 

transport chain, but are passed on to the pigments of photosystem PS I. Simultaneously, electrons in 

the reaction centre of PS I are also excited when they receive red light of wavelength 700 nm and 

are transferred to another accepter molecule that has a greater redox potential. These electrons then 

are moved downhill again, this time to a molecule of energy-rich NADP+. The addition of these 

electrons reduces NADP+ to NADPH + H+. This whole scheme of transfer of electrons, starting 

from the PS II, uphill to the accepter, down the electron transport chain to PS I, excitation of 

electrons, transfer to another accepter, and finally downhill to NADP+ causing it to be reduced to 

NADPH + H+ is called the Z scheme, due to its characteristic shape. This shape is formed when all 

the carriers are placed in a sequence on a redox potential scale. 

 

 

Summary of the Light Reaction:  

                                    Absorption of light energy by pigments,  

                                    Activation of chlorophyll molecule,  

                                    Photolysis of water,  

                                    Electron transport chain and  

                                    Synthesis of assimilatory power (ATP and NADH).  
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CYCLIC AND NON-CYCLIC PHOTO-PHOSPHORYLATION:  

 The process of which ATP is synthesised by cells (in mitochondria and chloroplasts) is named 

phosphorylation. Photophosphorylation is the synthesis of ATP from ADP and inorganic phosphate in the 

presence of light. When the two photosystems work in a series, first PS II and then the PS I, a process called non-

cyclic photo-phosphorylation occurs. When only PS I is functional, the electron is circulated within the 

photosystem and the phosphorylation occurs due to cyclic flow of electrons. 

Non cyclic photophosporylation: 

Non cyclic photophosphorylation involves integration of two photo systems (PS-I and PS-

II). This is one of the means of ATP production in chloroplasts.  

 

Non-Cyclic :    Electrons follows a non cyclic track. 

Photo :    It is the light energy that drives electrons along this Track. 

Phosphorylation :  ADP is phosphorylated to yield ATP. 

 

The primary flow of electrons within a given granum thylakoid may be initiated almost 

simultaneously for each photo system (PS I and PS II). After excitation of P700 the electrons are 

passed on to a chlorophyll molecule (Ao). The electrons are then passed to series of Iron-sulfur 

proteins (Fe-S) and finally to ferridoxin (Fd). The ferridoxin-NADP reductase serves to reduce 

NADP to NADPH which is used in the Calvin cycle to reduce Co2.  

You would then ask, how does PS II supply electrons continuously? The electrons that were moved 

from photosystem II must be replaced. This is achieved by electrons available due to splitting of water. The 

splitting of water is associated with the PS II; water is split into H+, [O] and electrons. This creates oxygen, 
one of the net products of photosynthesis. The electrons needed to replace those removed from photosystem 

I are provided by photosystem II.  Think! Then, where are the protons and O2 formed likely to be released – 

in the lumen? or on the outer side of the membrane? 
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The excited P680 of PS II transfers electrons to pheophytin, plastoquinones(Pq), and cyt b6-

f complex. Cytochrome b6-f complex transfers electrons to plastocyanin (PC), which in turn 

reduces P700* (excited P700). The electron deficit created in photo system II is filled by-electrons 

that are derived from the oxidation of water. In addition to the energy stored as redox equivalents 

(NADPH) by the light reactions a portion of the photons energy is utilized for the synthesis of ATP 

during the transfer of electrons between plaotoquinone and cyt b6-f complex. This phenomenon of 

synthesis of ATP in light reactions of photosynthesis is known as photophosphorylation. 

 

Cyclic photophosphorylation:  

 The cyclic photophosphorylation operates when chloroplasts are illuminated with wave 

lengths of light greater than 680nm. Under these circumstances only photo system I is activated and 

electrons are not removed from H2O. When the flow of electrons from H2O is stopped, non cyclic 

assimilation retarded, oxidized NADP is no longer available as an electron acceptor. Activation of 

photo system I by wave lengths of light greater than 680 nm causes electron to flow from P700 to 

chlorophyll molecule and Ferridoxin. Then the electrons instead of pass on to NADP return back to 

P700 via cyt b6-f complex, plastoquinone and plastocyanin. Cyclic transport system is likely to 

result in the synthesis of ATP at two locations. One is between Fe-s protein and cyt-b6 complex and 

another between cyt-b6 and cytochrome f. 
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MECHANISM OF ATP SYNTHESIS:  

The phenomenon of synthesis of ATP in light reactions of photosynthesis is known as 

photophosphorylation. The mechanism of ATP synthesis is explained by the chemi-osmotic 

mechanism first proposed in 1960 by Peter Mitchell. 

 The chemiosmotic hypothesis has been put forward to explain the mechanism. Like in 

photosynthesis, in respiration too, ATP synthesis is linked to development of a proton gradient 

across a membrane. These are membranes of the thylakoid. There is one difference though, here the 

proton accumulation is towards the inside of the membrane, i.e., in the lumen. In respiration, 

protons accumulate in the intermembrane space of the mitochondria when electrons move through 

the ETS. The basic principle of chemi-osmosis is that in concentration differences and electrical 

potential differences across the membranes are a source of free energy that can be utilized by the 

cell for the synthesis of ATP. In the light reactions electron flow is coupled to proton translocation, 

creating transmembrane proton motive force. The energy in the proton motive force is then used for 

synthesis of ATP by the enzyme called ATP synthase. 

 

 

ATP Synthesis through chemiosmosis 
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CARBON DIOXIDE FIXATION /DARK REACTIONS OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS: 

During the light reactions of photosynthesis, the photochemical oxidation of water to 

molecular oxygen is coupled to the generation of NADPH and ATP. The reactions associated with 

the reduction of CO2 to carbohydrate are coupled to the consumption of NADPH and ATP. These 

reactions are referred to as the Dark reactions of the photosynthesis. 

The photosynthetic carbon reduction cycle is sometimes referred to as the Calvin cycle in 

honor of its discoverer, the American biochemist Melvin Calvin, and other pathways associated 

with the photosynthetic fixation of CO2, such as the C4 photosynthetic carbon assimilation cycle 

and the CAM dependent on the Calvin cycle. Thus Calvin cycle occurs in all photosynthetic plants.  

 

The C3 cycle (Calvin Cycle):   

For ease of understanding, the Calvin cycle can be described under three stages: 

carboxylation, reduction and regeneration. 

carboxylation, the incorporation of CO2; reduction, utilizing ATP and NADPH; and 

regeneration where the CO2 acceptor is formed again.  

Stage 1: Carboxylation 

Ribulose bisphosphate (5C) + CO2   2 × 3-phosphoglycerate (3C) 
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 In this stage, a carbon atom from CO2 is added to one molecule of 5-C ribulose bisphosphate by 

the enzyme ribulose bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase (Rubisco) to yield two molecules of 3-

C 3-phosphoglycerate. The enzyme is the world‟s most abundant protein, often constituting 

around 40% of the soluble protein in a leaf. Rubisco is a CO2 acceptor, which binds with sufficient 

affinity to ensure carboxylation of ribulose 1,5-bisphosphate.  

Stage 2: Reduction – These are a series of reactions that lead to the formation of glucose. The steps 

involve utilisation of 2 molecules of ATP for phosphorylation and two of NADPH for reduction per 

CO2 molecule fixed. The fixation of six molecules of CO2 and 6 turns of the cycle are required for 

the removal of one molecule of glucose from the pathway. 

Stage 3. Regeneration – Regeneration of the CO2 acceptor molecule RuBP is crucial if the cycle is 

to continue uninterrupted. The regeneration steps require one ATP for phosphorylation to form 

RuBP. 

 
Key steps of Calvin cycle 
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Energy requirement: In order to synthesize the equivalent of 1 molecule of hexose sugar, 6 

molecules of CO2 are fixed at the expense of 18 ATP and 12 NADPH. In other words, the PCR 

cycle consumes 2 molecules of NADPH and 3 molecules of ATP for every CO2 fixed. 

6CO2+11H2O+12 NADPH + 18ATP Fructose- 6- P +12 NADP+6 H+ + 18 ADP + 17 Pi 

 

THE C4 PHOTOSYNTHETIC CARBON ASSIMILATION (PCA) CYCLE:  

Hal Hatch and Roger Slack discovered the C4 cycle using sugarcane leaves; they 

established that the C4 acids malic acid was the first stable detectable product of photosynthesis in 

leaves of C4 plants. The primary carboxylation in these leaves was not catalyzed by Rubisco but by 

PEPC (Phosphoenol pyruvate carboxylase). Discovered in tropical grasses (e.g., sugarcane and 

maize), the C4 cycle is now known to occur in 16 families of both monocortyledons and 

dicotyledons, and it is particularly prominent in Gramineae (sugarcane, com, sorghum), 

Chenopodiaceae (Atriplex), and Cyperaceae (sedges). About 1% of the characterized species have 

C4 metabolism. 

The basic C4 PCA cycle consists of four stages. 

1. Assimilation of CO2 involving carboxylation of phosphoenol pyruvate (PEP) in the mesophyll 

cells to form C4 acids (Malate and / or aspartate) 

2. Transport of C4 acids to the bundle sheath cells. 

3. Decarboxylation of C4 acids within in the bundle sheath cells and generation of CO2 which is 

reduced to carbohydrate via the C3 cycle. 

4. Transport of the C3 acid formed by the decarboxylation (pyruvate) back to the mesophyll cell 

and regeneration of the CO2 acceptor, phosphoenol pyruvate. 

 

Leaf anatomy of C4 plants: 
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C4 PLANTS ARE SPECIAL: They have a special type of leaf anatomy, they tolerate 

higher temperatures, they show a response to highlight intensities, and they lack a process called 

photorespiration (discussed later on) and have greater productivity of biomass.  

A cross section of a typical C3 leaf reveals essentially one type of photosynthetic, 

chloroplast containing cell, the mesophyll. In contrast, a typical C4 leaf has two distinct chloroplast 

containing cell types, the mesophyll and the bundle sheath cells (Dimorphic chloroplast). The 

extensive network of Plasmodesmata connects mesophyll and bundle sheath cells, providing a 

pathway for the flow of metabolites between cells. This is called as KRANZ ANATOMY. „Kranz‟ 

means „wreath‟ and is a reflection of the arrangement of cells. The bundle sheath cells may form 

several layers around the vascular bundles; they are characterised by having a large number of 

chloroplasts, thick walls impervious to gaseous exchange and no intercellular spaces.  

 

C4 Pathways: 

 

In a C4 leaf, the first product of CO2 fixation is a 4-carbon acid. This is produced by the 

action of an additional cycle, the Hatch/Slack pathway, found in the mesophyll cells. The first 

stage of this pathway is catalyzed by the enzyme phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP) carboxylase. The 

primary CO2 acceptor is a 3-carbon molecule phosphoenol pyruvate (PEP) and is present in the 

mesophyll cells. The enzyme responsible for this fixation is PEP carboxylase or PEPcase. The C4 

acid Oxalo acetic acid  is formed in the mesophyll cells. It then forms other 4-carbon compounds 

like malic acid or aspartic acid in the mesophyll cells itself, which are transported to the bundle 

sheath cells. In the bundle sheath cells these C4 acids are broken down to release CO2 and a 3-

carbon molecule. The 3-carbon molecule is transported back to the mesophyll where it is converted 

to PEP again, thus, completing the cycle. The CO2 released in the bundle sheath cells enters the C3 

or the Calvin pathway, a pathway common to all plants. The bundle sheath cells are rich in an 

enzyme Ribulose bisphosphate carboxylase-oxygenase (RuBisCO), but lack PEPcase. Thus, the 

basic pathway that results in the formation of the sugars, the Calvin pathway, is common to the C3 

and C4 plants. 

 

 
This system has major advantages over C3 plants. It reduces photorespiration to undetectable 

levels as the Rubisco is saturated with CO2 giving conditions in which its oxygenase function is 

inhibited. This improves photosynthetic efficiency by up to 30%. However, there is an energy 

cost to C4, the regeneration of the C3 acid PEP from the C3-acids transported requires the 

consumption of adenosine triphosphate (ATP).  
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Fig. CO2 fixation in C4 plants. 
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Significance of C4 Photosynthesis:  

C4 cycle effectively shuttles CO2 from the atmosphere into the bundle sheath cells. This 

transport process generates a much higher concentration of CO2 in the bundle sheath cells than 

would occur in equilibrium with the external atmosphere. This elevated concentration of CO2 at the 

site of carboxylation of ribulose 1,5 biphosphate by RUBISCO results in the suppression of ribulose 

biphosphate oxygenation or Photorespiration. This is called as CO2 concentration mechanism. This 

results in higher photosynthetic rate. Moreover, because of CO2 concentration mechanism (or CO2 

pumping) these plants perform higher photosynthesis at lower CO2 concentration during partial 

stomatal opening. This adaptation helps to increase fitness of these plants under tropical 

environment or water limitation condition. 

Energy Requirement:  

Total energy requirement for fixing one molecule of CO2 in C4 plants is 5 ATP plus 2 

NADPH. This includes the cost of concentrating CO2 within the bundle sheath cell i.e. 2ATP per 

CO2. 
 

CRASSULACEAN ACID METABOLISM (CAM): 

CAM is an acronym for crassulacean acid metabolism, but the mechanism is not restricted 

to the family crassulaceae alone, like the C4 cycle, it is found in many angiosperm families. The 

CAM mechanism is similar in many respects to the C4 cycle, but differs from it in two important 

features. 

1) In C4 plants the formation of C4 acids is spatially, but not temporally, separated from the 

decarboxylation of the C4 acids and re fixation of the resulting CO2 by the Calvin cycle. In CAM 

plants, the formation of C4 acids is temporally but not spatially, separated from decarboxylation 

and refixation. CAM plants lack the specialized leaf anatomy kranz leaf anatomy typical of C4 

plants. 

2) CAM plants open their stomata during the cool, desert nights and closed during the hot, 

dry days. This minimizes water loss. The CO2 is assimilated at night. 

 

CAM plants are generally adapted to survive drought; they are succulents with fleshy leaves 

and few air spaces. Unlike C4 plants, they lack the physical compartmentation of photosynthesis 

into two cell types, but instead fix CO2 in the night as C4 acids that are stored in a vacuole which 

occupies much of their photosynthetic cells‟ volume. The stomata of CAM plants are closed during 

the most desiccating periods of the day and are open at night. 

. In common with C4 plants, the first stage of CO2 fixation in a CAM plant involves PEP-

carboxylase, which incorporates CO2 into a C4-compound, oxaloacetate, in the dark. NADPH is 

used in the conversion of oxaloacetate to malate; malate is then stored in the vacuole. In the light, 

malate is released from the vacuole and broken down to yield CO2, which is then used in the Calvin 

cycle. CAM photosynthesis eliminates photorespiration and increases efficiency, though losses 

result from the energy expended in transporting C4 acids to the vacuole and in the formation of 

malate. CAM plants may have a major advantage in drought conditions, with the ability to 

photosynthesize in daylight with closed stomata. 
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Examples of C4 and CAM plants: 
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Significance of CAM metabolism: 

The CAM mechanism enables plants to maximize their water – use efficiency due to skoto 

active opening of stomata. Typically a CAM plant loses 50-100 g of water for every gram of CO2 

gained, compared with the values of 250-300 and 400- 500g for C4 and C3 plants respectively. 

Thus CAM plants are specially adapted to arid environment. Like in C4 plants, the elevated internal 

concentration of CO2 effectively suppresses the photo respiratory oxygenation of ribulose 

biphosphate and favors carboxylation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Comparison between C3, C4 and CAM plants: 

 

C3 Plants C4 Plants CAM Plants 

Typically temperate species 

e.g. rice, wheat, barley, sugar 

beet, soybean, sunflower, 

spinach, potato, tobacco, , oats 

and rye.  

Typically tropical or 

semitropical species e.g. Maize, 

sugarcane, sorghum, 

Amarathus Plants adapted to 

high light, high temperature 

and also semiarid condition 

Typically arid zone species e.g. 

cacti, orchids. Agave, succulent 

plants. Pine apple is the only 

cultivated crop among this 

group. 

Moderately productive, yields 

of 30 tones dry weight per 

hectare possible  

Highly productive, 80t per 

hectare for sugarcane is 

possible 

Usually very poorly productive 

(However, Pineapple is highly 

productive). 

Mesophyll Cells containing 

chloroplasts do not show 

Kranz-type anatomy. Only one 

type of chloroplast.  

Kranz-type anatomy is 

essential feature. Often have 

two distinct types of 

chloroplast (both in Budle 

sheath and mesophyll cells) 

Lack Kranz anatomy. Only one 

type of Chlroplast. 

Initial CO2 acceptor is ribulose 

bisphosphate (RuBP) a 5 

carbon sugar. 

Initial CO2 acceptor is 

phosphor enol pyruvate (PEP) 

(a 3-carbon acid) 

CO2 acceptor is PEP in the 

dark and RuBP in the light 

Initial CO2 fixation product is 

the 3 – carbon acid 

phosphoglycerate 

Initial CO2 fixation product is 

the 4- carbon acid oxalo 

acetate. 

CO2 fixation products are 

oxalo acetate in the dark and 

phospho glycerate in light. 

 

      In a letter to the Linnean Society in 1813 Benjamin Heyne wrote ‘the leaves of 

the…plant called by Mr Salisbury Bryophyllum calycinum, which on the whole have an 

herbaceous taste, are in the morning as acid as sorrel, if not more so. As the day advances, they 

lose their acidity and are tasteless about noon…’ . B. calycinum is, of course, a CAM plant and 

the acid taste is due to the buildup of malic acid at night. However, despite these early 

observations, it took another 150 years to unravel the complexities of the CAM pathway. 
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Only one CO2 fixation 

pathway 

Two CO2 fixation pathways 

separated in space. 

Two CO2 fixation pathways 

separated in time. 

High rates of glycolate 

synthesis and photorespiration 

Low rates of glycolate 

synthesis, no photorespiration. 

Low rates of glycolate 

synthesis; no photorespiration 

Low water use efficiency and 

low salinity (ion) tolerance 

High water use efficiency and 

salinity tolerance. 

High water use efficiency and 

salinity tolerance. 

Photosynthesis saturates at 1/5 

full sunlight 

Do not readily photo saturate at 

highlight, 

Do not readily photo saturate at 

high light. 

High CO2 Compensation point 

(50-150ppm) 

Low CO2 compensation point 

(0 – 10-ppm) 

High affinity for CO2by night  

Open stomata by day  

(photo active) 

Open stomata by day 

(Photoactive) 

Open stomata by night  

(Skoto active) 

 
 

PHOTORESPIRATION:  

 

Definition: Photorespiration means evolution of CO2 by green leaves in light. 

 

It is because of bifunctional enzyme RuBISCO which is capable of carboxylation as well 

as oxygenation of RuBP. RuBisCO  is characterised by the fact that its active site can bind to both 

CO2 and O2 – hence the name. RuBisCO has a much greater affinity for CO2 than for O2. This 

binding is competitive. It is the relative concentration of O2 and CO2 that determines which of the 

two will bind to the enzyme. In C3 plants some O2 does bind to RuBisCO, and hence CO2 fixation 

is decreased. Here the RuBP instead of being converted to 2 molecules of PGA binds with O2 to 

form one molecule and phosphoglycolate in a pathway called photorespiration. In the 

photorespiratory pathway, there is neither synthesis of sugars, nor of ATP. Rather it results in the 

release of CO2 with the utilisation of ATP. In the photorespiratory pathway there is no synthesis of 

ATP or NADPH. Therefore, photorespiration is a wasteful process. 

This process of CO2 release is light dependent and because of its otherwise superficial 

resemblance to respiration, it has been given the name Photorespiration. During the process O2 is 

consumed and CO2 is generated in light. Photorespiration is favoured in high light intensities and 

low CO2 and higher O2 concentration. It is independent of mitochondrial respiration but occurs in 

chloroplasts and peroxisomes and only a few reactions occur in mitochondria.  

In C4 plants photorespiration does not occur. This is because they have a mechanism that 

increases the concentration of CO2 at the enzyme site. This takes place when the C4 acid from the 

mesophyll is broken down in the bundle cells to release CO2 – this results in increasing the 

intracellular concentration of CO2. In turn, this ensures that the RuBisCO functions as a 

carboxylase minimizing the oxygenase activity. The overall effect of photorespiration is a reduction 

of about 25% in carbon assimilation. That‟s why the C4 plants are higher productive and yields are 

better in these plants. In addition these plants show tolerance to higher temperatures. 
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Significance: 

Photorespiration is a response to the low CO2/O2 ratios prevalent in the present day 

atmosphere and has no functional role. Another possible explanation is that photorespiration is 

necessary under conditions of high light intensities and low CO2 concentration ( e.g. when stomata 

are closed because of water stress ) to dissipate excess ATP and reducing power from the light 

reactions, thus preventing damage to the photosynthetic apparatus. For example, photo-oxidative 

damage can be alleviated in shade-adapted plants that experience strong irradiance if 

photorespiratory processes are allowed to proceed.  

 

Mechanism:  

The operation of the Photorespiratory Carbon Oxidation cycle involves cooperative 

interactions between three organelles, Chloroplasts, mitochiondria and peroxisomes.  

The oxygenation of RuBP results in the formation of 2-phosphoglycolate and 3-

phosphoglycerate.The phospho glycolate is rapidly hydrolyzed to glycolate by a specific enzyme 

phosphatase. Glycolate leaves the chloroplast and diffuses to peroxisome. There it is oxidized by 

glycolate oxidase to glyoxylate and hydrogen peroxide. The peroxide is destroyed by the action of 

catalase and glyoxylate undergoes transamination and the product is the amino acid glycine.  

Glycine leaves the peroxisomes and enters mitochondria, where two molecules of glycine 

are converted to serine. Glycine is thus, the immediate source of the photo respiratory CO2. 

Serine leaves the mitochondrion and enters peroxisome, where it is converted first by 

transamination to hydroxy pyruvate and then by reduction to glycerate. Finally, glycerate reenters 

the chloroplast, where it is phosphorylated to yield 3- phosphoglycerate. 

 
 

 

 

 
  Substantial loss of carbon concurrent with CO2 fixation because 

of photorespiration, raises the question of whether eliminating or minimising 
photorespiration in C3 plants could enhance their yield, and specifically that 
of major crop plants such as rice, wheat, grain legumes, oil seeds and trees, 
none of which are C4 species. Faced with an expanding world human 
population and an increasing demand for food and animal feed, enhanced 
agricultural productivity is a global necessity. In its most obvious form a 
scenario which alters or removes the oxygenase function of Rubisco could 
achieve such a goal.  
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FACTORS AFFECTING RATE OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS:  

 

1. Carbon dioxide Concentration 

  In plants with CO2 concentrating mechanisms which include C4 and CAM plants, 

the CO2 concentrations at the carboxylation sites are often saturating. So a C4 plant such as corn 

cannot increase its photosynthetic performance with the increase in atmosphere CO2 

concentrations. In the C3 Plants, on the other hand, increasing partial pressure of CO2 in the inter 

cellular spaces of leaf, continue to stimulate photosynthesis over much broader range. Also 

markedly different in C3 and C4 plants is the CO2 compensation point, the CO2 concentration at 

which CO2 fixation by photosynthesis balances CO2 loss by respiration and net CO2 is zero. Plants 

with C4 metabolism have a CO2 compensation point of zero or nearly zero (CO2 compensation 

point of C3 plants is 35– 50 ppm, while for C4 plants 0 – 10 ppm.). In C3 plants, additional CO2 

decreases photorespiration by increasing the ratio of CO2 to O2, which leads to faster net 

photosynthesis. 

2. Light  

The liner portion of light response curves of photosynthesis represent the part of the 

process in which photosynthesis is strictly light limited. Under this condition, each increment in 

light elicits a proportional increase in photosynthetic rate, resulting in a linear relationship between 

photosynthetic rates and photon flux densities. At higher photon flux densities, the photosynthetic 

response to light starts to level off and reaches saturation. Once saturation is reached, further 

increases in photon flux densities no longer affect photosynthetic rates, indicating other factors such 

as RUBISCO activity or the metabolism of triose phosphates, have become limiting. In the Dark, 

CO2 fixation is negative and there is net CO2 evolution from the leaf because of respiration. As the 

photo flux density (availability of light energy) increases net CO2 evolution decreases, after it 

reaches Zero, the plants shifts to net CO2 fixation. The Photon flux density at which net CO2 

exchange in the leaf is zero is called light compensation point. The light compensation points of 

sun plants are high in the range of 10-20 u mol m-2 S-1 where as corresponding values for shade 

plants are low in the range of 1-5 u mol m-2S-1. The values for shade plants are lower because 

respiration rates in shade plants are very low, so little photosynthesis suffices to bring the rates of 

CO2 evolution to zero. 

3. Water:  

  When water becomes limiting, cell expansion is first retarded so that growth is 

reduced. With only a little more water stress, stomata begin to close and CO2 uptake is restricted. 

Photosynthesis is then limited by water because of retarded leaf expansion and because of restricted 

CO2 absorption. 

4. Temperature:  

 When photosynthetic rates are plotted as a function of temperature, the curves have a 

characteristic bell shape. The ascending arm of the curve represents a temperature dependent 

stimulation of photosynthesis up to an optimum, the descending arm associated with deleterious 

effects. Optimal temperature is the point at which the capacities of various steps of photosynthesis 
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are optimally balanced. Although there are exceptions, C4 plants generally have higher 

temperature optima than C3 plants and this difference is controlled largely by lower rates of 

photorespiration in C4 plants. 
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RESPIRATION: 

 
The word respiration is derived from the Latin word ‟respirare’ (literally, to breathe). 

Aerobic (oxygen requiring) respiration is common to nearly all eukaryotic organisms. It is a 

biological process by which reduced organic compounds are mobilized and subsequently oxidized 

in a controlled manner. During respiration, free energy is released and transiently stored in a 

compound, ATP, which can be readily utilized for the maintenance and development of plants. 

Respiration can be defined as „an oxidation-reduction process‟ in which respirable 

substrates such as Carbohydrates, proteins, fats etc. are oxidized to CO2 and O2 absorbed is 

reduced to water, with the release of chemical energy stored in the bonds of the complex molecules 

(ATP).  

The overall respiration process may be represented as 

C6H12O6 + 6 O2  6CO2+ 6H2O + 686 K.Cal. 

 
SIGNIFICANCE OF RESPIRATION: 

Respiration is an important process because 

1. It releases energy which is consumed in various metabolic processes essential for plant life and 

activates cell division. 

2. It brings about the formation of other necessary compounds participating as important cell 

constituents. 

3. It converts insoluble food into soluble form.  

4. It liberates CO2 and plays a part actively in maintaining the balance of carbon cycle in nature.  

5. It converts stored energy (potential energy) into usable form (kinetic energy) 

 

INTER RELATIONSHIP OF RESPIRATION AND PHOTOSYNTHESIS:  

Total dry matter produced by a crop is a function of canopy photosynthesis and canopy 

respiration. The difference between these two factors gives us is the amount of net photosynthates 

that are actually available for the growth and development of the plant. Canopy respiration includes 

both dark respiration and photorespiration. Survival of any plant is decided by its metabolic 

activities. Plant needs energy in the form of ATP for these metabolic activities to run. This ATP is 

generated by the oxidation of the stored food materials like carbohydrates, proteins and lipids. The 

stored food materials are however produced by photosynthesis. Thus, for its survival the plant must 

always maintain a photosynthetic – respiratory ratio exceeding one. Otherwise, plants are starved to 

death. A greater ratio may result from a daily change between relatively cool night temperatures 

and moderately high day temperatures. 
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10

Compare & Contrast between Respiration & Photosynthesis

RESPIRATION PHOTOSYNTHESIS

SIMILARITIES

 Both are metabolic processes

DIFFERENCES

A process of catabolism A process of anabolism

Occurs in all living cells Occurs in cells containing 
chloroplast / chlorophyll

Take place in absence & presence 
of light

Require light

Uses glucose & oxygen Uses carbon dioxide & water

Produces CO2 & H2O Produces glucose & O2

Cell loses weight Cell gains weight

Chemical energy  heat + ATP Solar energy  chemical energy

 
Respiration is complex process which includes: 

i. Absorption of oxygen. 

ii. Conversion of carbohydrate (complex) to CO2 and water (simpler substances) i.e. oxidation 

of food. 

iii. Release of energy.  

iv. Formation of intermediate products playing different roles in metabolism 

v.  Loss of weight in plants as a result of oxidation. 

In plants mainly gaseous exchange occurs through stomata, but how during night when 

stomata are closed?  

5

RESPIRATION IN PLANTS

• Plants less active than animals and thus need 
lower energy requirement

• Gaseous exchange occur mainly in the leaves 
(large surface area to volume ratio)

• By simple diffusion through the stomata & the 
lenticels

• Gaseous exchange in the light

• Gaseous exchange in the dark

 

6

Gaseous Exchange in the Dark

• Respiration alone is taking place

• Less O2 inside the spongy layer than outside

• O2 from atmosphere  lenticels  spongy 
layer

• CO2 from cell respiration  lenticels 
atmosphere
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Overview of Respiratory Metabolism: 

The breakdown of a respiratory substrate in respiration, proceed through a series of reactions each 

catalyzed by a specific enzyme. The sequence of reactions is generally referred to as respiratory 

metabolism which includes the following steps: 

STEP I : Glycolysis: 

This step operates in the cytoplasm and is common to both aerobic and anaerobic 

respiration. Pyruvic acid – a key respiratory metabolite – is formed from oxidation of glucose 

(starting point for respiratory metabolism in plants) in a series of reactions collectively called as 

Glycolysis.  

Oxidative Pentose Phosphate Pathway 

It is another sequence of reactions where in glucose molecule after its phosphorylation as Glucose – 

6 – Phosphate is directly oxidized to phosphogluconic acid and then to ribulose – 5 – phosphate. 

Electrons released in between these two steps reduce NADP to NADPH2, each molecule of which 

after passing through ETS system produces 3 molecules of ATP like in glycolysis. This is another 

way of breakdown of glucose and production of energy. 

STEP-II: Tricarboxylic Acid Cycle (TCA cycle/Krebs Cycle/ Citric Acid Cycle) 

Pyruvic acid produced by glycolysis is oxidized in a sequence of reactions referred to as 

tricarboxylic acid cycle. Several intermediates of the tri carboxylic acid cycle under go 

decarboxylations so that CO2 is produced. Other intermediates are oxidized through the agency of 

the co – enzyme NAD+ and hence NADH (reducing power) is generated in the process. 

STEP III: Respiratory chain / Electron Transport Chain 

NADH is oxidized via, the respiratory chain, so that NAD+ is regenerated. Electron Transport 

Chain transfers electrons from NADH – produced during glycolysis, the pentose phosphate 

pathway and the TCA cycle – to Oxygen. O2 is the final electron acceptor in the respiratory chain 

and is reduced to water. This electron transfer releases a large amount of free energy much of which 

is conserved through the synthesis of ATP from ADP and Pi catalyzed by the enzyme ATP 

Synthase. Collectively the redox reactions of the electron transport chain and the synthesis of ATP 

are called Oxidative Phosphorylation. (Synthesis of ATP in light reaction of photosynthesis is 

called as photophosphorylation). 
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GLYCOLYSIS: 

The reactions of glycolysis process may be divided into two phases: 

Preparatory phase and Oxidative phase. Preparatory phase consists of 4 steps and oxidative  

phase of 5 steps. During preparatory phase glucose is converted into fructose – 1,6 diphosphate and 

during oxidative phase fructose 1,6 diphosphate split into two three carbon compounds which are 

converted to pyruvic acid. 

REACTIONS OF GLYCOLYSIS 

Preparatory phase 

In this step glucose is phosphorylated with ATP in the presence of the enzyme hexokinase to 

produce glucose-6- phosphate and ADP. Then glucose 6 Phosphate is converted to its isomer 

fructose-6- Phosphate in the presence of phospho gluco isomerase enzyme. Fructose 6 phosphate in 

the presence of ATP molecule and the enzyme phopho hexokinase forms fructose 1-6 diphosphate 

and ADP. 

Oxidative phase 

In this step splitting of fructose 1,6 – diphosphate into two 3– carbon compounds – 3 phopho 

glyceraldehyde and dihydroxy acetone phosphate in the presence of enzyme aldolase occurs. These 

two sugars are inter converted through the enzyme phopho triose – isomerase. 

If 3 – Phosphoglycerladehyde is depleted, additional amounts will be formed by the 

isomerization of dihydroxyacetone phosphate, continuing with glycolysis, 3 phosphoglyceraldehyde 

is converted to 1,3 – diphosphoglycerate. This reaction involves the incorporation or addition of 

inorganic phosphate to first carbon of 3 phosphoglyceraldehyde and the reduction of NAD+ to 

NADH and is catalyzed by the enzyme phosphoglyceraldehyde dehydrogenase. 
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The consumption of inorganic phosphate in the oxidation of 3  phosphoglyceraldehyde is 

important to the plant because this phosphate is involved in the synthesis of ATP in the next 

reaction of the glycolytic sequence. In the presence of ADP and the enzyme phosphoglycero kinase, 

1,3-diphosphoglycerate is converted to 3 - phospho-glycerate and ATP. The process of ATP 

formation by the transfer of phosphate from one of the intermediates of the pathway (in this case; 

1,3 – diphosphoglycerate ) to ADP is termed as substrate level phosphorylation . This process 

represents the major way in which ATP is generated from bond energy under anaerobic conditions 

and is particularly important to fermentation. The 3 – Phosphoglycerate that is formed in the above 

reaction is transformed to 2 – phosphoglycerate by the activity of the enzyme 

Phosphoglyceromutase. The elimination of the elements of water (dehydration) from 2 – 

Phosphoglycerate in the presence of enolase results in the formation of phosphoenolpyruvate. In the 
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presence of ADP and pyruvate kinase, phosphoenolpyruvate is transferred to ADP to form ATP, 

another example of substrate level Phosphorylation, 

 
Significance of Glycolysis: 

The EMP pathway( or glycolysis) , which is also referred to as the hexose diphosphate 

pathway, is the chief pathway in which glucose or intermediates are converted to pyruvate (Pyruvic 

acid). It involves the inter conversion of sugars and transfer of phosphate groups and the ultimate 

conversion of one six – carbon compound to two three – carbon molecules. It is an anaerobic 

pathway in which some NADH and ATP is generated. The ATP is generated by substrate level 

phosphorylation. The overall reaction sequence for the EMP pathway is based on the following:- 

 

Overall Reaction Sequence 
 
1 Glucose + 4 ADP + 2 ATP + 2 Pi + 2NAD   2 Pyruvate + 2 ADP + 4 ATP + 2 NADH 

 

If we consider the complete EMP pathway, the conversion of one molecule of glucose to two 

molecules of pyruvate results in a net gain of two ATP and two NADH molecules. 

In the sequence of reactions of glycolysis there is a net gain of two molecules of 

ATP. These steps may be summarized as follows: 

 

Glucose + 2ATP Fructose  1,6-diphosphate + 2ADP 

2 ATP molecules are used 

 

2(1,3 – DiPhosphoglyceric acid) + 2ADP   (3- phosphoglyceric acid) +2 ATP 

2 (2- phosphoenolpyruvic acid) + 2ADP  2 Puruvic acid + 2ATP 

4 ATP molecules produced 

 

(Since 2 ATP are used, there is a net gain of 2 ATP only) 

 

However, Two NADH2 molecules are also produced in the process and from its each 

molecule 3 ATP molecules are produced. As a result 6 more ATP molecules are formed, though 

these are from ETS chain. In eukaryotes, NADH2 from Glycolysis enters one step late in ETS (due 

to loss of energy or utilization of one ATP in transfer), hence it yields only 2 ATP molecules, but in 

prokaryotes, it yields 3 ATP molecules. 

 

FATE OF PYRUVATE TO CO2 AND H2O: (Aerobic Respiration):  

Breakdown of Pyruvate is of considerable importance and significance from the stand point 

of energy production. In the absence of oxygen it may be degraded to Ethyl alcohol and CO2 or 

Lactic acid or Alanine but in presence of Oxygen the usual fate of Pyruvate is to degrade up to CO2 

and H2O level through Krebs Cycle and respiratory chain in which energy is trapped in the form of 
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ATP molecules. Mitochondria have all the enzymes necessary for complete oxidation of pyruvic 

acid to CO2 and H2O. All enzymes of TCA cycle are found in the mitochondrial matrix.  

A summary representation of the scheme can be Krebs Cycle  

Pyruvate   CO2 + electrons + Protons 

 

Respiratory Chain (electron transport chain) 

Pi + ADP + electrons + protons + Oxygen   Water + ATP 

 

 
 

FORMATION OF ACETYL COA 

Pyruvic acid cannot directly enter in to the krebs cycle and therefore converts in to Acetyl Co-A. 

The Oxidative decarboxylation of Pyruavte into Acetyl CoA involves the presence of at least five 

essential co factors and a complex enzyme. The Cofactors involved are Mg ions, thiamine 

pyrophosphate (TPP), NAD+, Co enzyme A (CoA) and Lipoic Acid. 

 

Mitochondria and respiration: 

Various enzymes of oxidation of pyruvic acid (TCA Cycle) and electron transport chain 

(which is a series of oxidation-reduction reactions) are located in matrix of Mitochondria .The 

mitochondrion is made of double unit membrane. The inner layer of this membrane is deeply folded 

inward to form the cristae (transverse membranes) that lie more or less cross wise in the 

mitochondrion. The membrances appear to have small knob like structures about 70 A0 in diameter 

called F1 – ATP ase attached to their inner surface by stalks about 30 A0 long called Fo particles. 

These structures are concerned with the synthesis of ATP, the cells energy mobilization compound. 
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KREBS CYCLE (CITRIC ACID CYCLE, TRICARBOXYLIC ACID CYCLE) 

The first reaction of the krebs cycle is the condensation of acetyl CoA with oxaloacetate to 

form citric acid and release CoA. The result of this reaction, catalyzed by condensing enzyme, is 

that a four carbon dicarboxylic acid is converted to a six carbon tri carboxylic acid.  
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Through a series of reactions involving four oxidation steps and three molecules of H2O 

(one utilized in the condensation reaction), oxaloacetic acid is regenerated from citric acid. In the 

process two molecules of CO2 and 8 H atoms are released. 

Acetyl CoA is the connecting link between glycolysis , and the Krebs Cycle (citric acid 

cycle or tricarboxylic acid cycle) so named because of the cyclic manner in which the starting 

compound, oxaloacetate is regenerated. The cycle is named after an English biochemist Krebs who 

played a major role in its discovery. 

 

SIGNIFICANCE OF TCA CYCLE: 

By means of the Krebs cycle, and the electron transport system, pyruvate is oxidized to 

CO2 and H2O. Thus the complete oxidation of glucose to CO2 and H2O may occur through 

glycolysis, the Krebs Cycle, and the electron transport system. Through its association with the 

electron transport system, the oxidations of the krebs cycle can account for the formation of 24 ATP 

molecules. Thus the krebs cycle is far more efficient in the release of energy than are either 

glycolysis or fermentation. The reactions of the krebs cycle and the electron transport system 

require the presence of oxygen and are confined to the mitochondria. 

TCA cycle and the whole respiration process provide precursors for synthesis of different 

plant metabolites.  

 
 

ELECTRON TRANSPORT SYSTEM AND PHOSPHORYLATION: 

For aerobic organisms it is essential that the enzymes and reduction products of the Krebs 

cycle be associated with the Electron Transport System. Through this association, the reduced 
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pyrimidine nucleotide NADH, FADH, and (rarely) NADPH are reoxidized. The energy released 

from these oxidations is utilized in the synthesis of ATP. The synthesis of ATP via electron flow 

through the ETS, with oxygen as the terminal electron acceptor, is known as oxidative 

phosphorylation and takes place in mitochondria. 

In essence, the ETS is a chain of carriers consisting of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide 

(NAD) flavin nucleotides (FAD, sometimes FMN,) Co enzyme Q (CoQ) , and the cytochromes (cyt 

b, c, a, a3) and non-heme iron proteins also seem to be involved but their role is not known exactly.  

Most important to the living plant is the fact that each step in the system is characterized by a 

decrease in the energy level. In other words, the carriers presumably operate in order of an 

increasing tendency to undergo reduction (reducing potential becomes increasingly positive from 

NADH through cytochrome a3). 
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The electron will flow from a higher to lower energy level. Thus with each step in the 

system the energy level of the electron is lowered and the energy difference is transformed into 

phosphate bond energy by the conversion of ADP to ATP. Hydrogen ions are released in the 

oxidation of reduced co enzyme Q (CoQ). These hydrogen ions may play an important role in ATP 

production. Only the electrons are passed along the series of cytochromes. 

 

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN OXIDATIVE PHOSPHORYLATION AND 

PHOTOPHOSPHORYLATION:  

Oxidative phosphorylation Photophosphorylation 

1.  It occurs during respiration. 1. It occurs during photosynthesis. 

2.  In general, it is found inside the 

mitochondria. 

2. It take place within the chloroplast. 

3. The process occurs on the inner membrane 

of cirstae. 

3. It occurs in the thylakoid membrane. 

4. Molecular oxygen is needed during terminal 

oxidation. 

4. Molecular oxygen is not required. 

5. The energy released during electron transfer 

due to oxidation-reduction reaction is used to 

ATP synthesis. 

5. The source of energy for conversion of ATP 

from ADP and Pi is light. 

6. The process take place in electron transport 

system involving cytochromes. 

6. Pigment systems I and II are involved during 

the process. 

7.  The ATP molecules are released in the 

cytoplasm available for different metabolic 

reactions. 

&. The product ATP molecules are used up for 

CO2 assimilation in the dark reaction of 

photosynthesis. 

 

ENERGY BALANCE SHEET OF RESPIRATORY METABOLISM: 

 

If we now consider the complete degradation of a molecule of glucose, first to two pyruvic 

acid molecules via the EMP pathway and then to the two acetyl CoA molecules through the 

oxygen-requiring Krebs cycle to CO2 and water, it is possible to have thirty-eight ATP molecules 

generated. 
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THE PENTOSE PHOSPHATE PATHWAY PRODUCES NADPH AND BIOSYNTHETIC 

INTERMEDIATES: 

  The glycolytic pathway is not the only route available for the oxidation of sugars in plant 

cells. Sharing common metabolites, the oxidative pentose phosphate pathway (also known as the 

hexose monophosphate shunt) can also accomplish this task. The reactions are carried out by 

soluble enzymes present in the cytosol and in plastids. Generally, the pathway in plastids 

predominates over the cytosolic pathway. 

The First two reactions of this pathway involve the Oxidative events that convert the six – 

carbon glucose – 6 – phosphate to a five – carbon sugar, ribulose 5 – phosphate, with loss of a CO2 

molecule and generation of two molecules of NADPH (not NADH). The remaining reactions of the 

pathway convert ribulose 5 phosphate to the glycolytic intermediates glyceraldehyde,3- phosphate 

and fructose- 6- phosphate. Because glucose 6 phosphate can be regenerated from glyceraldehyde- 

3- phosphate and fructose- 6- phosphate by glycolytic enzymes, for six turns of the cycle we can 

write the reactions as follows: 

6 Glucose-6-P +12NADP+ +7H2O     5 Glucose-6-P+ 6 CO2 + Pi + 12NADPH + 12H
+
 

 
The oxidative pentose phosphate pathway plays several roles in plant metabolism: 

• The Product of two oxidative steps is NADPH, and this NADPH is thought to drive 

reductive steps associated with various biosynthetic reactions that occur in the cytosol such 

as lipid biosynthesis and nitrogen assimilation. 

• Some of the reducing power generated by this pathway may contribute to cellular energy 

metabolism; that is, electrons from NADPH may end up reducing O2 and generating ATP. 

• The pathway produces ribose 5 phosphate, a precursor of the ribose and deoxyribose needed 

in the synthesis of RNA and DNA respectively.  

• Another intermediate in this pathway, the four carbon erythrose – 4 – phosphate, combines 

with PEP in the initial reaction that produces plant phenolic compounds including the 

aromatic amino acids and the precursors of lignin, flavonoids and phytoalexins. 

• During the early stages of greening, before leaf tissues become fully photoautotrophic, the 

oxidative pentose phosphate pathway is thought to be involved in generating Calvin Cycle 

intermediates. 

 

Respiratory quotient: (R.Q) 

Respiratory quotient may be defined as the ratio between the volume of carbon dioxide 

given out and oxygen taken in simultaneously by a given weight of the tissue in a given period of 

time at standard temperature and pressure. 
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For example C6H12O6 + 6O2      6CO2 + 6H2 O 

 

In this reaction volume of CO2 equals to volume of O2. Thus the RQ of carbohydrates (for 

example Glucose ) is 1. 

 The following table enumerates R.Q. values of different substrates: 

 
 
SALT RESPIRATION: When roots are absorbing salts, the respiration rate rises. This rise has 

been linked to the fact that energy is spent in absorbing salts or ions, and that required energy is 

supplied by increased respiration. This phenomenon called as salt respiration.  

The inference is that respiration represents the increased metabolism needed to generate 

energy for the active transport of ions. Unfortunately the relationship is not always linear, and salt 

respiration may persist after the salts are removed. Consequently, salt respiration does not offer 

many useful clues to the nature of the coupling of respiration and ion transport. 

 

 WOUND RESPIRATION: Wounding of a plant organ stimulates respiration in that organ. It 

initiates meristematic activity in the region of the wound resulting in the development of „wound 

callus‟. It has been shown that wounding is correlated with an increase in the sugar content of the 

half cut potato tuber. Perhaps the increase in respiration is due to an increased availability of 

respiratory substrate in wounded. 

 

FACTORS AFFECTING RATE OF RESPIRATION: 

 The rate of respiration is affected by two types of factors: 

1. Internal factors: 

a. Protoplasmic factors: The rate of respiration depends on the quantity and quality of 

protoplasm present in the cell. Younger cells which have more of active protoplasm, respire 

more rapidly than the older cells in which protoplasm is in lesser quantity due to the 
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presence of large vacuoles and much wall material. In general, rate of respiration decreases 

with the advance of age of the protoplasm and of the plant. 

b. Concentration of respiratory material: The rate of respiration depends much on the 

presence of the respiratory material. If other factors not limiting the rate of respiration 

increases with the increase in respiratory substrates. 

2. External factors: 

a. Temperature:  Like other metabolic process the rate of respiration is also much affected 

by the temperature and within a certain limit, every 10 
o
C rise in temperature, the rate of 

respiration gets doubled if any other factor is not limiting. At high temperature the rate of 

respiration decline with time. It may be due to oxygen may not get access to the cells fast 

enough and/or the CO2 may not removed fast enough which accumulate and affects the 

rate. The rate of respiration at very low temperature is very slow that is why fruits and 

vegetables are stored at a very low temperature to prevent the expenditure of food material 

or respiratory substrate. (Potato tubers grown at hills are bigger in size?). 

b. Light: With the increase in light the rate of respiration increases. It is mainly indirect 

effect-firstly, the rate of respiration increases because in light photosynthesis occurs and 

more respiratory material is available, secondly, light increase the temperature due to 

which the rate increase and thirdly, it affects opening of stomata due to which exchange of 

gases is facilitated which increase the rate. 

c. Oxygen and CO2 concentration:  Oxygen is a participant in reactions of aerobic 

respiration. Its presence and absence determine the type of respiration. When oxygen 

concentration is reduced to 1 percent the rate of respiration reaches its minimum below 

which the evolution of carbon dioxide records a steep rise due to fermentation. 

 The concentration of carbon dioxide has an inverse relationship with the rate of 

respiration. If the concentration increases the rate of respiration falls down and that is why 

fruits and vegetables can preserved in an atmosphere of higher CO2.  

{Will you think the current rise of atmospheric CO2 will decrease the whole plant 

respiration? No, it will increase the total plant respiration. Think why?}  

d. Water: The shortage of water reduces the rate of respiration because it maintains the 

turgidity of cells, provides the medium for respiratory reactions and also necessary for many 

enzymatic reactions. In dry seeds and stored tubers the scarcity of water is responsible for a 

very slow rate of respiration. 

(Think what happens to stomata during water deficit and how it will affect respiration?)  

 


